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BURSUM PRESENTS
DEMANDS

OF

THE
MEN

EX-SER- VICE

STATE
DESERT
FORMER
FORTY
TO
UP
RUNS TOTAL
MILLION.
TEN YEAR IN-- j
FOUR
NEARLY
CREASE
HUNDRED PER CENT
Bursum on Wednesday
a resolution
presented to the Senate No.
13, Amof Hugh A. Carlisle Post
erican Legion, of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, which was referred to the
Committee on Finance, and which
recites that the American Legion representing the great bulk of disabled
men
soldiers, as well as all
and women, is suggesting and supporting a program of relief for the
disabled, and proposes that early consideration be given by the National
Congress to needed legislation. Post
No. 13 endorses the program of legislation asked by the American Legion in the interest of disabled soldiers, sailors and marines of America, and urges upon the representative of their district.
the
1. Legislation
consolidating
bureaus.
three
2. Appropriations
for a permanent
hospital building program.
3. Legislation
to further extend
the benefits of vocational training
with pay for all disabled men with
disabilities of 10 per cent or more
traceable to the service.
the
4. Legislation
decentralizing
Bureau of War Risk Insurance.
5. Legislation
providing privilege
of retirement with pay for disabled
of the World
officers
emergency
Senator

War.

The resolution was signed by F. O.
Vv esterfield,
Post Commander, Hugh
A. Carlisle Post No. H. Amcrieau
Legion. It will be noted that Senator
Bursum bad already introduced a bill
providing lor Section five of the
Resolution, and Senator Kcnyon yesterday introduced a bill covering
Section one of the Resolution.
Senator Jones has introduced the
following Bill to increase the cost of
the public buihlileg at Last Las Vigils. That the limit of cost hinelo-forfixed by Congress for the purchase of a site and the erection of a
building for the use and accommodation of the post office and other Government offices at Fast Las Vegas,
New Mexico, be, and the same is
hereby increased from $125,0 0 to
e

$205,OfJO.

The Kinkaid Bill for the relief of
farmers and water users which extends the time and secured the delivery of water regardless of overdue payment is being strongly supported by Senator 11. O. Bursum,
whose State, New Mexico, has large
irrigation interests to be furthered
under the provisions of this hw. The
Bill dies not eliminate
penalties,
which omission it is hoped will
amended. The Bill Ins passed
the House and i:, now before t'le Senate, and Senator Hursum with the
assurance that marks the insatinterest of older Sciiatois, is ptishh.g
id anioiie- ln colleagues for this
aid which is ni impm lam e In bis
.tents.
r

-

cem-s::-

Honorable W. D. Murray, Banker,
of Silver City is in Washington on
important business and will also look
after matters of interest to the State
of New Mexico as pertaining to a
hospital at Fort Bayard and the prospective one at Camp Cody, Deming.
Senator Bursum
accompanied Mr.
Murray on this mission in a call on
General Hugh H. Cumming, Surgeon General, who has encouraged
broadly the hospital at Deming.
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TO

TWENTY

DRILL

WELLS IN STATE

public instruction, to serve as presiof the New Mexico Normal University, at East Las Vegas. Through
its president, Jose S. Silva, the association has sent the following telegram of congratulations to Wagner,
who is now superintedent of schools
in Pueblo:
' In behalf of the Santa Fe
county
teachers' association 1 extend to you
our sincere congratulations upon your
selection as president of the Las Vegas Normal University. We feel that
the people of New Mexico and the
teachers in particular have again won
back to our midst an educator of
merit and one who is deeply interested in the advancement of education in New Mexico, and its people
in general, regardless of race, color
or religion, anil we hope your administration will show the wisdom of
selecting you for the important position,"

portation vitally connected with plans dent

!

now formulating, to make the 1921
Fiesta of Santa Fe, the most inter-- j
esting and instructive entertainment
in Indian dances, legends and traditions, and the most vivid protrayal
of rare bits of early southwestern his-- :
tory ever witnessed by the increasing multitudes which come thousands
of miles to witness these remarkable
performances.
If the railroads show the proper
spirit of encouragement and
eration Col. Twitchell plans to have
the
Zuni Indians from the
Zuni pueblos in McKinlev county,!
put on at the coming fiesta a dance
rarely if ever before witnessed by!
white people. This dance will
the creation of the world ac-- 1
cording to the traditional belief of
the Zunis.
Another feature which Col. Twit-- 1
chell will take up with the railroad
officials at Chicago, will be that of CORPORATION COMMISSION
HANDLES PENSION CLAIM
securing a select group of real Span-- !
ish singers and dancers, who will be,
FOR A SECTION LABORER
assembled at Juarez and brought
from there to the Fiesta and whose
An informal cause that is far out
repertoire will include the choice me-- , of the ordinary has just been closIndies of old Spain in the New World, ed by the state corporation commistogether with the antoclthonou" sion. Jlie cause related to the
st of Jose M. Lucero, of Sando-a- l
songs and chants of the Pueblos and
other Indians.
county, for the grant of a penWhile in Chicago, Col. Twitchell sion ireitn the Santa le railroad by
will arrange for a variety of proper reason of his long period of service
costumes and unique paraphrenalia, as a
lahejrer.
for participants in the Fiesta and will
LuiiTo's re'ipicst to the corporation
also let the contract for printing the commission was dateel Sept. 24, 1918.
program which is to he done in col- The general manager at Amarillo
il the commission to the
ors, artistically illustrated, .mil which
pension
will typify the highest point reach- ih partnieiit, with he ailepiarte rs at Chied by the art of tnoeb rn printing and cago
lie department reported that
on account ol a break in the cou- engraving
The live bead of the Santa Fe mint v ot
serviie, it would
( bamber of t online rce will he
away be impossible', under the regulations
about a week anil during bis absence governing the issues of pensions, to
I'dwaril Everett Young will be in comply uiih Lucero's petition.
Ihe com in issii in then carried the
charge' of the business men's organization here.
in. liter to President
Storey, and
bi
consent to ni.ike a lump
pa tin tit of f.'HO to l.llle io, ill acGR1F.PHAN INVINCIBLE
knowledgment of his sci vie es, but not
SANTA FE LOSES TO
as a pe
A voucher for ?2lXt was
LAS VEGAS BY 3 0 iiiiel. innsion.
favor oi l.uci'io, and delive-- e
to him In the commission.
Santa e s!l)i4:.'.ei s were' helpless under ( .l ie pban's airtight pitching and
H. WACNF.R
lis eg.is Hon the game lu re Sun- JONATHAN
IS ELECTED PRESIDENT
day aiiiinooii by a s. ore oi 3 to 0.
OF NORMAL UNIVEVRSITY
oil li'ieph-- j
(inly 2 hi: s wereall's ih'iieer. leu the Ill's! 4 2 3
'
II. Wagner, superintendJonathan
iiiiius he pitched, and the team be- ent of
has been
hind him playe'el,
baseball, not clecied schools of ofPueblo,New
Mexthe
ptesident
a runner reaching List bi.se.
ico Normal University, at last Las
Wiiss, f i r Jsanla Fe, ;ii(e heel 4
egas. All tl:e i.i'.niltrs of the boicd
fjooel game, allowing 8 hits and strik- -'
f
resent at the
out 7, lint did not ree l ive flawless of regents were
tic
The new president, about
suipTui, lie struck out one batsman June ii.1, will
succeed Dr. Frank II. II.
in eveiv inning except the 7th and
Huberts, who was retired by the
Nth, and did not issue a tree pass.
Dr.
board.
Roberts has been head of
Santa K Threaten Once
S. int, I be tlire ate. ncel to sceire only this great training srhool for teach10 years.
for
ers
some
the (Mb lulling. I'. !!e ranhlieiil. up,
Cm gei then hit to pitcher, Wagner needs no introduction to New
.singled.
and J'yie', shoitsiop, coeiuig 2nd Mexicans who are interested in, ii
informed upon, education matters. He
base,, lliutle il td le p. nil's toss, llelal has
served as superintendent
of
elnalii ami liriio wne both sale,
uli'ii t!;iie si. o:. i.l l,a,e I, ecu an easy schools in Las Cnn es and Santa
r
anil for the
pe riod ei.elii g
iloiii.h piay. 1.
ph. in Int La font,
.t
ibiiiic ;ue basis, hut sli adie d elovvu Jan. 1. 1''21. was st.t
pel int.
public instruction,
Up"
'in pulling otcr
a:il i. pt .s.,ntj le
the
eif
fioin
office
state superintenda run.
ent, he was electe d epi rit ' :,'! rt o:
J... s
in
one1
ai erne
cjm
'i
in
l.oo!
pue'blo.
il l la': Mii(eC t" lio'il an!

JONES ASKS LARGER APPRO PRIATION FOR GOVERN- MENT BUILDING AT LAS
VEGAS. OTHER WASHING- TON NEWS' ITEMS
The value of all crops harvested in
New Mexico in 1919 was $40,019,634.
Corn was valued at $7,105,781, wheat
at $4,874,426, oats at $1,139,580, kafir
and milo at $4,729,524, and (!ry edible
beans at $2,976J76. The value of hay
and forage was $12,852,751: of potatoes $260,239; of cotton, $1,209,376; of
broom corn, $263,801 ; ami of apples,
$!,502,5o4. As compared with 1009, the(
total value of crops for 1919 shows
an increase of 371.2 per cent; corn,
022.1 per cent : wheat, 858.2 per cent ;
oats, 148.1 per cent ; and broom corn,
678 7 per cent. The value of dry
edible beans in 1919 was early thirteen
times the value in PAW,
the value
of kafir anil mile in
was twelve
FKI9.
in
times the value
The acreage of corn in 1919 was
227.167,
representing an increase of
I'i4.2 per cent, as compared with
S.V'O acres in l'KW. The acreage of
wdie.it was 1.15,185 in I'M'', m against
2,341 acres in lOO, an
of
3100 per ce nt. That of oats was 40,029
33.7117
in l'KW; of
acres in 1919 and
kafir and milei, 151,685 acres in 1919
in
1909; an dof dry
and 03,570 acres
obble beans, 112.419 acre s in 1919 ami
JO'oo in 1909. The average vield of
corn per acre in 1919 was 20.9 bushels: of wheat. 18.0 bushels; and of
oats, 27.1 bitshe'ls. The
of
are 13.5
figures fur
corn, 15.5 bushels of wheat, and 21.4
bushels of oats
In 1919, 43o,547 ae'tes were in hay
and forage, including 26,784 acres in
small grains cut for hay, I2,K'0 aires
in wild, salt, or prairie grasses, 116,926
acre s in alfalfa, 3.54! acre's in silaee
oops, 176,387 acres in kafir, sor.n.htmi,
etc., for forage, and 32.2''.? acres in,
corn cut for forage. The total production of hay and forage was i93,807
tons, of which !6,(P9 inns were silage. Ihe total acreage in bay and
forage in l'W (not im hiding corn
rut for forage) was 370.5'i acres and
the total production 433,504. tons.
There were 3.070 acres in potatoes
in 1919, as compared with 6,230. in
'M), representing a decrease of 50 7
per cent. The pr.idiirtioti was 110,740
bushels in 1919,
against 295.255
bushels in l'Xf). The averaee yield
per acre was 3o bushels in 1919 anil
47.4 bushels in 1909.
rherc Were lll.tViti acres in cotton
in 1919, as compared with "90 acres
in PIN.
The production was 5.3'N
bales in 1919 and 2' Hi bales in I9IN.
19'9 was 13.113, as compared with
4 470 acres in 1'"", an increase' oi
P'3.4 per rent. The- product ion in 1'!9
was 5,275."98 pounds, as ag mist
2
an increase oi
pounds in
7'8 per cent.
The' production of anoh-in 1919 was
"39.102 bushels, as compared
uith
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"Our aim and desire at this time,
after having made a careful survey
of all of the lands which have been
be deoloci
....k. and
l
approw-.L. Dunn, leading oil experts of
this country, is to undertake to drill
twenty deep oil wells in New Mexico."
'There are three essentials to successful oil development.
First, initiative development, held in mind by
successful people, all pulling on the
same end of the rope
Second, cooper, itioii of anil for the people in
eomiiiunii i's wherein actual development has been st ,.i' !. Third.
brains
ot cajatal. po'itie
:p i.
mined effort, which spells production.
"Without tlu'-- e three essentials we
would be foolish to atempt a great
ele'Ve lopinent "scheme which woulel
thee'
potential assets of this
state and its iuelie ulaal peeple in every walk' of lif".
"Oil Magic Golden Fluid"
"Oil is the ni.mic golden fluid. El
Doradej, that brings the ambassador
representing finance, industry, commercial activity, civic attraction and
world-widrecognition to the threshold of the state's opportunities.
' ( il is the qtiii'ke'st way to elevelop
those gre'.tt maunanimoiis elormant
unrecognize-factors that are
til such time as liipiiel " gold shoots
over the top eif the statnlard
foot
rin.
"The excitement over this powerful
gusher from the bowe ls of earth creates a greater stampede than discover1 oi lie iiit.et, mi the Kiomlikc.
Commissioner Lee, who is vice pre-,- i
ic
t of t';c company
has resigned
his po.i ion with the- park ceimin:
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The officers of the Consediifated
Texas
Production
Company have
spent the last w ee'k in Santa Fe acquiring more land and making plans
for t! e de'Vcleipmcnt of the Company's holdings in this state. These
men are of national reputation and
include'
financiers from
prominent
California, Texas, New York and
state's. Capt J L. Hertie of
New York Cite is the company's president Park Commissioner W. J. Lee,
of New York City, vice president and
chairman of the finance committee
of the Consolidated Texas Production compnay; Ceo. L. Keller, representing the KelleT Brothers Oil Corporation, a $o.000,100 concern. The
Keller Brothers are operating in five
states and are the owners of 96 oil
wells.
V..
I. Means, vice president and
general manager of the company
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OIL POSSIBILITIES IN NEW MEXICO
SURVEYS
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OIL CONSOLIDATION

Members of the Santa Fe county
President R. E. Twitchell, of the
Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce, left teachers association are pleased with
selection of Jonathan H. Wagner,
the
for Chicago,'
Thursday afternoon
where he goes to take up with west- - for two terms state superintendent of
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RAPIDLY IN N. M.
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SANTA FE TEACHERS
ENDORSE SELECTION
i
OF J. H. WACNGER

MAKING ' ARRANGEMENTS
FOR SANTA FE FIESTA

INCREASES

345

NUMBER

TWITCHELL IN CHICAGO

FARM OUTPUT
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STAR FROM THE
LONE STAR STATE

Special to State Record
Washington, May 11. Standing on
the rostrum in the assembly room
Hoof the Marlborough-Blencheitel, on the afternoon of Apri1 2tth.
Hon John Henry Kirby of I eacn
Tree
illage, Tyler County. Texas,
President of the Southern Tariff Association, delivered an address on the
protective tariff which eclipsed any
Senator Bursum this week introducspeech made at the 9th Annual Coned a Bill making eligible for retire vention of the U. S. Chamber of
ment, under the same conditions as: Commerce, and which in eloquence,
are now provided for retirement for deep feeling, and common horse sense
officers of the Regular Army, all of has never been surpassed by any
ficers of the United States Army member of the great galaxy of Texas
during the World War who have orators. His address was frequentincurred physical disability in line of ly halted by applause and at its conclusion there was a pandemonium of
duty.
cneers, hand clapping and stamping
Mrs. Ruth C. Miller, of Santa Fe, of feet which drowned the roar of
in charge of Industrial Education in the surf as it beat upon the sands
New Mexico, is expected in Wash- of America's greatest
playgrounj.
ington next week, where she comes Kirby's mighty philippic against free
command
was
the
trade
on matters pertaining to her office.
'Open Fire!"
to the Southern artillerymen whose
Senator Wolcott of Delaware lias pounding guns will not be silenced
introduced a Bill creating the Office until the last citadel of free trade now
of L S. Civil Engineer, and provid- standing in Dixie's Land has been
ing for the pay and retirement of leveled to the dust.
The address was "delivered to the
such officer.
representatives of the Natural Resources
Colonel M. K. Crawford of
Group of the convention--thos- e
is in Washington on business.
dealing in timber, minerals, metals, oil, gas, and agriculture. That
Sim F.xter of Kelly, New Mexico, group was made up of men from all
was a recent visitor in the Capital.
parts of the United States. Florida
vas there, Louisiana was present
South Carolina answered "here," AlaFOREST PROTECTION
bama stood up, and Texas was at
WEEK IS PROCLAIMED
bat. The redwood men of California
.. BY GOVERNOR MECHEM and the west stood four abreast; the
miners of Montana moved up front ;
Protection of forests from fire is the fanners oi the Midelle West
highly important in New Mexico, a marched squads right; New York,
state which has vast areas of na- New England, Pennsylvania were on
Governor the right flank, and Oregon and
tional forest
reserves.
Mcchem, in appreciation of this fact, Washigtun we re on the left. Even the
has issued an official proclamation District of Columbia carried a banand Democrats
designating the week of May 22 to ner.
Republicans
28 as forest protection week in the might have been equally divided, but
state of New Mexico The governor a free trailer could not have been
invites and appoints the officers of
with a compound microscope.
the United States forest service to The group was a tool steel unit on
take charge of the campaign. The the subject oi protection to Ameritext of the proclamation follows:
iau industries raw, semi, or manu"I desire to call special attention factured proelui ts, lai tu furnace, er
to the following proclamation issued factory. And what John Kirby told
by the President of the United States, :l t in v. as their dish.
as Forest ProIt was not Mr. Kiibj's First efdesignating May
tection Week :
fect in support of ilie American proAnnual Loss $20,000,000
tective policy. A few days previous'"Whereas, the destruction by for- ly he had stood before the Ways
est fiies in the United States involves and Means Committee of Congress,
an annual loss of approximately rind fin behalf of the Southern
f2l).IHJ.I) and the devastation oi approducers, the rice planters,
proximately 12,500,00 acres of timber-lan- tin peanut greiwers, the cattlemen,
atnl other natural resources, and and the
oolgi on ers he had thunei-cri'the demand oi the South for
"'Whereas, the present deplorably
'
land is
large area of
oppoitunity be fore the law"
being greatly increased by 3.i,iJ0 or in the matter o! protection. And
more forest fires which occur each Ins voice found a responsive echo in
the' breasts of the majority members
year, and
"Whereas, the menace of a future of the Committee which, through its
timber shortage threatens to become chairman,
Representative
l'ordney,
a present economic fact seriously af- thanked Mr. Kirby ami his colleagues
fecting our social and industrial wel- for their support of the protective
fare, and
policy. Nor is Mr. Kirby actuated by
"'Whereas, a large percentage of personal interest in the subject, for
the forest fires causing the annual in opening his address to the com-11it t
waste of natural resources may be
he declared: "1 am a ycllow-pin- e
lumber manufacturer, 'way down
prevented by increasing care and vigilance on the part oi citizens:
m 'l va'', on t' e dull. There is no
Education Great Need
from any
in
competition
' 'Therefore, i, Warren (i.
Harding, that would deny me a market for
President of the United States, do an a el "ion.il ear of product, whither
upon the governors of the vari- hunt,.! be r. table d or. the free list
u;e
ous states to designate and set apart or rot." lie has been draf'cd by
Hie wes k of May
21, as ForSoi.ibeT'l nie'tl. wil l li ive' suffeTe'el
est Protection Wee!:, and to ropiest
io, dy
ot tie
the eli
all cititns ef their states to plan W
wood tat iff law, to lead
for that v.ee'c sue'i dii.'.at: .;.:.! .on! in 'i.iir light to abolish the tree t:.o!e
ill .tru-tc cMTe
es as hall I. ting poll, v Ami they ..;:'.! not as e sethemic the pee, pie tie serious a..,
a I., frr leader.
io t s of the ,
nt mint rc-- '' ? a t in of S. ., r ". '.
a ,te"
t'
lit s. .n
by lore
hi '., in s af'.i a ser- '1
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its
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One of the most beautiful and important luncheon parties of the
Spring Season was given Saturday
in the Ked Room at the new Willard
Hotel, when Mrs. Mary Temple of
Tennessee entertained
sixty guests
from diplomatic, official and smart
resident society to meet Mrs.
wife of the Vice President. The
guests included Mrs. Fall, wife of
aiine ccrerary oi interior, airs,
lace, wife of the Secretary of Agri- Mme.
Mtttf.
Peter,
culture,
Grouitch,
enora de hlizardo and Mrs. Andrew s
Moreland.
Cool-idg-

e,

-i

Senator Hnrstim was also in conV.
ference with Angus
McClcan,
War Finance
Director,
Managing
Corportion, urging a very liberal policy in treatment of the eastern loans
to stockmen. "The constant dropping of water will wear away a stone"
and the continuous labgr of the representatives of the people with officials in charge for the people of the
west must finally result in their re-
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in'c; c t. .1 m iU- p'oi.viioii ,,
forests and limber iiidu. try, to laua ,i
a iiiap.iun of education durini. l'i.
week, ullii.ll wiii t. nil to pi n e
the public r.i:.d tiie iact that
the picsi'iit appalling waste ct our
t'.iubir resources through iires and
often wanton
exploitation by coniiiierci.il interests
with no thought or effort at reforestation, may in the near tut ire briny
us fare to face wieh an utter exhaustion of that important national resource.
"1 hereby invite and
appoint the
officers of the U. S. Forestry Department in New Mexico to take charge
of this campaign, and 1 trust they
will receive enthusiastic
cooperation
on the part of the general public.
I lie iiOV
COUt
ol America liav
already offered their services to the
President in the tree saving movement, and I invite Scout Leaders in
New Mexico to interest their army
of Boy Scouts in this national event."
a

e

A DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY
DEMING
HEADQUARTERS
HAS FILED ARTICLES

The Southern
Development company, with headquarters in Deming,
has filed its articles of incorporation
with the state corporation commission.
The authorized capital stock
lief.
is $200,(10. of which $2.(XW is subsSpeaker and Mrs. Gillette entertain- cribed. 1 he incorporatears all of
are: George D. Abrams. F. C.
ed at a maimifirent ball at the Willard Hotel on the evening of the third. Abrams. A. W. Tollard, statutory
F.onoriri?
the Vive Pres'ndent and agent.
Mrs. CooUdge. Senator H. O. P.ur-stiwas amonR the pnests and dnr-r- g GOV. MECHEM AND
OTHER OFFICERS AT
tht evening met General PershDENVER CONFERENCE
ing and other notable people. This
was one of the most brilliant affairs
cf the very large number of such Gov. Merritt C. Mechem. State Enthat have been (riven honorins the gineer L. A. Gillett and State Commissioner S S. Davis, Jr, have all
Vice President and Mrs. Coolidge.
Secretary Wallace has submitted a gone to Denver to attend the conference
of governors and commissioners
snegestion through proper sourres
for legislation which would make of the seven states interested in the
fees received from grazing on public waters of the Colorado river basin.
lands prior to December first con- Davis was appointed by Gov. Mechsidered as part of the receipts for the em as commissioner under authority
fiscal year 1921.
of an act of the last legislature.
m

C ,rr. ct
"i,
v
u
'o!;i:!hi.q( fin ..' '. a
O
(I....,
a
.v oi.' ).,'',
fiu'.-"ho
VIM
C..
'do. ;:hb.
i.., ,,. .".;,. bis ,,. i.;.,',.,'
f a'l the
d
Ma'i-iipi ih iic t .ns
l
P.ogard te, of Ko- well,
, ,:ia!o'
v ' ich .
::
a ' -- e ciiber
SI.
ami
mm h for
state Iran ' l.e laVieee Leimero, of Columbus, fine!
bis .state and for the' ."''.nth. He- ran $250 and cdo more in the l"ri;c.! Slates Se'na.e.
Ray Unynes and I.cary Rottomcr,
fined ?"0 ami costs, er.ch
1920 LUMBER
PRODUCM. V. Chapman and C. E. Eaton,
TION IN SOUTHWEST of Tncnmr.iri. fineel $25 each on ea' h
of two counts of an information covAlbuquerque. May II, 102L The ering possessiem and transpoitat'on
mills of New Mexico and Arizona in of liquor.
193) produced 22S.772.fmo board feet
of lumber according to figures just WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATION
ORGANIZFD AT STAN- compiled by the Forest Service in
LEY HAS $1Q0!0 CAPITAL
with the National Lumber Manufacturing Association. This
cut was produced by 1)2 mills, altho The Stanley Warehouse association
the cut of 13 of these mills was estim- with headquarters af Stanley. Santa
ated due
failure of all mills to re- Fe county, has filed its articles of
port. Eight mills in the region were i'4 orpnration commission with the
the year and state corporation commission.
inactive
The
throughout
bad r.n cut to report. Of the 110 mills authorized capital stock of the assoof which the Forest Service has re- ciation is $10 0(10. of which ?2.lM is
cord. 79 are jn New Mexico and 31 subscribed. Ihe incorporator, with
in Arizona.
amounts of their tock subscriptions,
The cut for the year bv tates is are a follows; D. J Costello. Stanas follow?: Arizona.' 12!.1iiYm hoard ley. $1.7': I. '. CF?Hp. Stanley,
feet: New Mexico. 107.612.fl00 board statutory agent $100; William t. Morfeet.
gan. Stanley. JlOfl: P.. L. lluddleson,
Rencona. $100.
COL. TWITCHELL IS
ANOTHER FEDERAL AID
WORKING ON FIESTA
PLANS IN CHICACO
PROJECT TO BUILD
IN SIERRA COUNTY
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell, president
Cnmmrr-ce. Project statement has been rrrnsr.
of the Santa Fc Chamber of
has left for Chicago to make some ed by the state highway fnmeniinfl
of the arrancemrnts for th" next an- and ubmitted for the armrova! of
nual Santa Fe Fiesta, which will be the federal bureau of public
staged in September, lasting three on a new federal aid road in Sierra
The new pmieet will be on
days. He will tna!se arrangements
for cos'ttmes, which wi'l be elaborate, the Camirm Real (King's Highway)
and for the printing of the official tvirtg on to federal a'd pro-rr- t
No. 31
program ard annntmremTt. to be and extendin? south.- It wifl te beprofusely illustrated m colors. The tween Curhi!!f and Hot Sprine. and
event is to commemorate the entry be six miles in length. Including a
of the Spanish general. Don Diego concrete crossing over Cuchillo creek,
De Vargas, into the village of Santa the nroject is estimated
to cost
Fe, nearly a century and a half ago. $.W.O00.
I
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Better luck Opening Day
be .'Mil iv i.i lo: e. Lie .Vu.ta Fe ROS WELL CAS
AND
tiai.i, b'ltl.ng a;,iiii-- t Met ormatk, of
ELECTRIC COMPANY
the LI J'asei city league, working for
IS ORDERED SOLD
the Alhuepil repie Vj
load ' le) r: Ills,
allied by some loose tlelellllg.
lie For defaulting in thn prnmcnt e.f
plaved first base vesterelay lor Las 'he interest on its bonds, the Roswcll
Vegas, ami bis bitting figured in the Cas and Electric company, of
si en ii:g.
will have its property sold, unI'tieplian struck out 8 The
der an onler which has just be n
t'liilaiioc was nearly as large as
siened by Judge Colin Neblett. of the
opening day.
United States district court. The order is a decree of feireclosure on a
WICHITA MAN MURDERED
iiiortu.iL'c of J757J10.15.
Judge N'.l ..
TWO YOUNG MEN HELD
lett has named as special maste-t
AT CLOVIS FOR CRIME
of the proiM 'ty. (i A. hi,
of Roswcll. former judge of
Formal charges of murder have the fifth district courts.
been filed, against Roy Hooper, age
The property will be reorganized by
21, and Aubrrv Sharp, age 28, both Otis am company, of Cleveland, actof Amarillo, Texas, who are being ing for a (oiniiiis-i,.- n
,,f die hond
held in connection with the killing lie.hl.rs. The company bis not t iid
intere-t
of J. W. Duncan, of Wichita. Kan- any
on its bonds since l''!R.
sas. Ft a lonely spot on the Oovis-- i
Portales highway on the night of NEW MEXICO HEIFER
MAKES NEW RECORD
April 27.
Hooper, who is held in the Curry
o
enuntv pail at Clmis was taken into
Cambrge's Fox's I ady Rose tte
by
,rustody in Amarillo a few days ago Me!. ar old Jersey heifer ow
hum Gray, Koswell. N'i w Meyj,,,.
on a warrant issued by District Atma.'c a new record by pro'Licire
torney C. M. Compton. Jr.
ll..?75
pounds of mtlk yielding t.04
Sharp was arrested in Texico Sate
urday afternoon foPowirg an invest- ion-e- l, of butter fat m a )ear's
ial
nist completed iindiT the
igation which revealed the fart these
of 'he N w Vesiro
two men had bfen in the immediate siiwr.i-i.,rre-W1
( iT.i-.- '
'
lv.
of
nor-rinki'ling on
records tor her r,je by liO found,
Duncan's body w
fonrM.
Sharp was removed to Roocevelt of butter fat. If rorvrr'.il into f i
roiinty where" he is bring leld pend- per rent butter, it would make 755
pounds.
ing certain investtVatiors
Crtr l.og's fox's I.'idy Roe'te"
A'fhongh the evidence so far disis r."t the re" ' of am! rt but
closed acain't Sharn ard ITewsner is
is
Per ire
or!y rircumtant;aL District Attorney b." dnr to good Ii re t :
five daughters in the Reeister
CompTon. and his operatives, believe
tVier have the right men. However, of Merit; and ber rr.-n-d
sire ha 51
both men dTlare they know nothing daughters and 12 sons in the Re(of the murder, and are in no way gister of Merit. Her darnha a rewith it. They state they cord of 15.051 round or milk and
j connected
7o7 pounds of bntterfat.
have neved seen the murdered man.
'1

to ta.et l"rr.lc
Vr . i.e
"S
re l'i tk
co'ue a membrr of the
y
a'd of 'In. to s of the new
and has a
to underwnte
n
eh.
air
illi
liars of the com,i
in
pany's co.mwin stoek.
F.
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an Trust Company of Dallas,
Texas, who is also one of the officials
of the company
the company whir! wili drill the wells in New
wells in the past two years in Texas,
and 85 per cent of them are commercial producers
Mr. Means and bis aociates are
to irrrt Mr. Pankey in Texas, whea
he returns from Tennessee, aUuut the
niiiM.c oi hi nioi.tu.
'

EURFKA RUBBER, TEXICO,
WITH CAPITAL $1.000e0
HAS BEEN INCORPORATED
The F'trrka Rubber romnany. with
e
pri'icijial office in Texico, has bee
roorr.'ed for $!. tJiiO. of which
in-r-
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FEARLESS STAND
TAKEN BY
LED

0.

A. H.

MRS. GEORGE MAYNARO
MINOR, THEY ASSAIL THE
FOES OF AMERICANISM.
BY

PUT SOME OTHERS

TO SHAME

of American Revolution
Are Lined Up With the American
of
Legion
Against
Propaganda
Hatred to Our Allies In War.

Daughters

By EDWARD

B. CLARK.

Washington. Any person who fears
lliut tin' ulil American block litis de
teriorated physically and ini'iitally
should comi! to Washington liny yeur
In April mill look on I lie descendants
of Revolutionary sires represented iu
the convention of the Daughters of
the American Revolution.
Is it possible that the varioUH
chapters of this organization select
llirlr best looking women to represent
them at the convention in the Capital?
i'rohiihly not. 'J he selection of delegates Is based ordinarily on knowledge
Hint certain members of liny chapter
have the time ami the Inclination to
serve. The presumption, therefore. Is
Unit the representation at the convention ' Is one which strikes uu
"appearance average" of the ineiiiher-fhiof the chapters to which they are
accredited.
The I laughters of the American
(evolution have lieeti here ill convention iisseinhleil, uml they have put
some men organizations to shame hy
the stalwart way in which they moved
lo the attack of those forces which
tire working to undermine the real
Americanism of toilay. The propagandists of red radicalism, of
and pro half a dozen
other things simply were mauled by
Die women.
They went to the attack
lis fearlessly as the Amerlcuns went
to the attack in the Argnnne.
Tli e women
realize, of course,
s
that they will he the ohject of
verhal assaults by ;lie organizations which believe iu some other
country before they believe In America, and by other organizations whose
wish it Is to turn this country Into
U Russia.
Seemingly these American
women welcome the assault on their

while there was so much suffering If
the world, it seems entirely probable, therefore, thut Mr. Wilson saved
a considerable, part of his yearly salary.
Ons Dignified Way to Do It.
It bus been suggested in Washington
by sonic of the men who have discussed this pensioning matter that
there Is u dlgnltied method by which
the end sought can he accomplished.
The president of the United States U
the commander Iu chief of the army
and navy of the country, lie is, therefore. In a sense the ranking military
otlicer of the laud. The suggestion is
that a president on leaving ollice shall
he placed on the retired list of one or
the other of the armed services, just
us olticers are placed thereon when
they are eligible for ret lenient.
If this were done (lie president
would receive, as retired pay from the
government, a certain percentage ol
his pay when he was on active duty
as commander In chief. No urniy officer or naval otlicer looks on retired
pay as u pension. There are those
who think that if something must be
done fur our
this might
he the means employed to do It. Not
long ago the daughter of a former
president of the Lulled States died iu
u
institution.

INVESTIGATION
STARTED
SENATE

BYU.S.

COMMITTEE OPENS
ON ALL
RAILROADS.

IN-

VESTIGATION

COALITION
CHARGE

CABINET WAS FORMED JULY
1920 SERVED LESS THAN

HtM-i-

JNION OFFICIALS AND EXECU
TIVES WILL BE CALLED IN
TO TESTIFY.
L'lllun

Ns Strfii--

U. S. JOINS
ALLIED BOARD

PARTY
WILL TAKE
OF GOVERNMENT

ACTS TO GUARD ALL
RIGHTS IN WORLD WAR
SETTLEMENTS.

HARDING

25.

ONE YEAR.

ACT TO SOLVE PROBLEM

lUnttra Nfaiaper

"Two Happiest Hearts in the World"

CAUSED BYHUGHESNOTE

N'rwspaiM'r

tnloo

Newi

Smlrt.

)

Iterlln, May 6. The Ceruian cabinet
has resigned. The cabinet was formed
1920.
It follows: Chancellor.
July
Konstantln Feieiiliiich ; vice chancellor
and minister of justice, Carl ileiuze
minister of foreign il'fairs, lr. Walter
Simons; minister of finance, In
Wirth ; minister of the interior, Herr
Koch ; minister of defense, Herr (.less
ler; minister of transport, (ieiieral
timelier; minister of food, Audr
Hermes ; minister of ports and tele
graphs, .Ionium (iieslierts; minister of
economies, Herr Seholtz ; minister of
the treasury, Herr Von Kniimcr; mill
ister of commerce, Herr School, anil
minister of labor, the Hey. Dr. Von

REPRESENTED

AMERICA

TO SIT WITH BODY IN
UNOFFICIAL CAPACITY IN
ALLIED COUNCIL.

HARVEY

iWhutb Nrtrifiijwr t'Bles Nm tmkt I
Washington, .May in. Investigation
8.
President
May
Washington.
f the railroad situation has been
Harding has accepted the invitation of
jpeiied by the Senate Interstate com- the allied supreme council that the
nerce committee. Julius Kruttschnilt,
I'nlted Slates be represented at the
in ruin n of the hoard of the South
of that body as well as those
' nil
meetings
(
the
first
was
Pacific
iiiii.v,
fin
of the conference of ambassadors and
witness.
if1
J l'u it 11.
the reparations commission.
Presentation of the railroad case
Chancellor l.'elireiihnc h and mem
(ieorge Harvey, newly appointed
ivill lie under the general charge of hers of his
declared"
cabinet
Poison Gas a Live Topic.
ambassador to (ireat Britain, will sit
Alfred 1'. Thorn, general counsel for they did not proposerecently
retiring when
with the supreme council and "take
One of the most striking oHiciul-socihe Association of Hallway Kxecullves,
was facing grave cninplicti
part hs the representative of the Presgatherings of recent record Hid besides Mr. Krul Ischnltt, other Cennaiiy
lions likely to result from the en
ident of the Cnlted States In the delib
in Washington
was the diner of railway executives to appear will
tente's
ultimatum, and
erations" of that body.
the present and former ollicers of
Daniel Williird, president of lie while I prospective
Silesia again was the
Theodore Kosloff and his wife, who ure refugees from Red Russia,
the chemical warfare service and their in n ii
& Ohio railroad.
Itepresentiition nt the conference of
The com- scene ofpper
serious disturbances. Both meet In Los Angeles after seven years of separation. After losing home and ambassadors in Purls and the reparaguests, which has Just been held
officials
of
the
will
call
mittee also
and
President
the
Kbert
Reichstag 'ortiine, he sent his wife and buhy daughter to England and came to America. tions commission will he unofficial.
Washington. It was expected thut the mil ri hi unions and others.
leaders belonging to the coalition
affair would he a small one, hut interThe auihnssador to France will be
a statement outlining what the
In
parties also had expressed their belief
est In the event was so great that It
the
observer on the former and ltoland
T.
t
ex
to
railroad
stress,
that the retirement of the cahinei
malingers
DENVER LEADS NATION W. Hoyden will sit In unorricial capacwas necessary to secure u large hall
Assothe
of
iH'WIlt
would he only ti futile movement poiil
Cuyler, president
to accommodate the ollicers and their
ity on the latter.
ciation of Hailway Kxecullves, said ieally. and one which would produce
many guests.
Decision to accept Hie council's Inwere
the
executives
that
"straining needless confusion lit home, anil, Inci
There is congressional interest, of
LIT.
SHOW
CONDITION
REPORTS
vitation was readied at the regular
nerve so to reduce their ex- dentally, create a bad Impression
every
Iu
armed
the
all
branches
of
course,
TLE WORSE THAN YEAR AGO.
cabinet meeting uud formal announcebe able at the abroad.
services of the country, but the Inter- penses that they may
ment of it wus made lit the White
The majority Socialists are not
est that has been shown In the chem- earliest possible moment to adjust
House. Soon afterward the text of
UNEMPLOYED
OF
PERCENTAGE
ical warfare service, the newest of the rates to change economic conditions anxious for participation in the new KANORZIN
GIVEN UP BY GER
inAmerican reply to the invitation
the
no
that
the
end
ami
lo
THAN
IN
COLORADO
certainly
it
is
LESS
that
the
believed
of
and
branches
offensive and defensive
cabinet,
was made public at the State Departbe so high as to task of
HAD
MANS
shall
THEY
AFTER
rate
dividual
t liu army,
new
OTHER
STATES.
the
govern
constructing
seemingly surpasses every
ment. It follows:
movement meht will
HEAVY LOSSES.
again devolve on the eonli
thing In the interest line Unit has been interfere with the normal
a
af
"The government of the Cnlted
coinuiodity."
held
tion bloc, comprising Clericals, the
known before. The dinner Just
em
Wushlnglou. May 1, Denver
Slates has received the communication
I lecliirlng
lull the transportation
wus uttended hy ninny senators and
ticrman People's party, Democrats and
ployment conditions show the greatest in which you state that, with the unanrepresentatives ill congress, by high act had "not broken down," he said Bavarian People's party.
of improvement of any city imous concurrence of the powers repolhcors of the army and uavy, and that the mamnagemenls did not apCASUALTIES ARE HEAVY percentage
in the I'nlted States, according to re- resented lit the ullied conference in
A telephone message from
London.
by a score or so of the most famous proach Congress asking for any amend-iports gathered by the I'nlted States London, you are to Inquire whether
ems iu existing legislation.
chemists lu the Lulled States.
Paris gives a Iterlln dispatch saying
employment service, Itcpartniciit of this government Is disposed to he repin
view
arose
Krlg. (Jen. Amos. A. Fries, who was
the
that
that
of
situation
he
to
make
desire
clear,"
"They
resented in the future, as it was iu the
the chief of the gas service lu the said, "llieir present situation and the In conse(iienoe of the reply of Secre POLAND GOVERNMENT HAS DE Labor,
Kuiployiueiit conditions for Hie coun- past, lit the "allied conferences, at the
American expeditionary forces. Is to measures they are Inking and propose tary Hughes to (iermany's counterCIDED ON PLANS TO END
try as a whole were slightly worse at conferences of ambassadors in Paris,
day the chief of the chemical warfare to take to work llieir way out."
proposals on reparations, the German
INSURRECTION.
the beginning of the present month and on the reparations commission.
service as It exists In time of peace.
to
decided
government
resign.
The statement in part follows:
than they were a month ago, hut DenHe presided lit the dinner, and iu the
"The government of the United
Informed
Fehrenliiich
Chancellor
"The Association of Hailway Kxecuver stands at the head of ten cities
course of his opening remarks he
the tradiwhile maintaining
States,
of the cabinet's deci
President
Kbert
KmW. I
Wehteru Nimspiw I'nltin
undertaken
welcomes
the
iu
llves
show
thut
the number tional
Inquiry
Improvement
motives.
touched on the developing uses of gas
of iibstentation from parpolicy
the President requestsion,
whereupon
Semite.
the
of persons put buck to work.
In
for service in the peuce life of the by
Iterlln, May 9. (ierinuil reports
matters of distinctly
Mrs. Minor Leads the Attack.
The greatest numerical gains of cit- ticipation
"In a general way, the following will ed the ministry to continue to deal
avert
udvloes from I pper Sllesiu show
is deeply Interested
concern,
European
which
current
consent
it
with
The convention went over the top nation. It is now being used to
affairs,
no ill in in in ion in the gravity of the ies are reported hy Detroit, Chicago, in the proper economic adjustments
the dangers of bubonic plague through Indicate the spirit which will pervade ed to do.
of
the
Ann
the
at
enemies
rlca
against
the use of gas us mi exteriulnutor of the testimony to be offered by the
situation. Polish Irregulars were re Toledo and Pnssnie, N. J., but in per- and In the Just settlement of the matZero hour of the opcnlni; of the meetSettling of the final details of the
of gaiu the four leaders ure ters of world-widof various kinds which ore railroads:
rodents
ported planning attacks against sonic centage
Importance which
effecthas
been
Mrs.
ing.
reparations question
(ioorge Minor, president
on Itenver, IMrolt, Toledo and Passaic, ure tinder discussion in the confer
It Is of use for prothis
of
service
and
their
"The
towns,
plague
large
onslaught
carriers;
transportation
said
the
and
allied
ulti
led
She
the assault.
ively
accomplished,
In
general,
the
order
with
fur
mimed,
Chicago
tection of vaults mid safes from bur country Is passing through a crisis.
ences, and desires helpfully to
matum and the terms of the repara- Koealgshutte is declared by the Vos down the list. Denver shows
thltiKs which politicians In this town
imIs coming into
in the deliberation upon these
"Keeling, ns we do, that the world tions commission to he handed Ger slsche Zeltung to have been successful.
have been afraid to say. Auong tlain glars, and it rapidly
44.U
while
of
De
ier
cent,
provement
use lu the police departments of the has turned the corner of its most acute
questions.
been signed by the Supreme the town surrendering.
was this:
has
Inmany
III'.'
011
an
troit
second
shows
list,
"Mr. fieorge Harvey, appointed am
country us a meuns of routing armed depression, so we feel that the rail- Council.
Kandrzln, near Kosel, was given up crease in employment of !!.'.! ier cent.
"It Is time for Kane, loyal Americans bandits
who have been run to cover,
inroad situation has likewise passed
to awake and handle certain things
Secretaries of the experts will he hy the Cerniiius after they had suf New Haven, Conn., Paterson, N, J., St. bassador to (ireat Britain, will he
Must Be Ready for Future Wars.
structed on his arrival In England to
In the completion of the final fered severe losses.
We are too prone
through its darkest hour.
without cloves.
engaged
PhilaKansas
Louis,
City, Cleveland,
take part us the representative of the
Full cognizance wus taken by the
as a nation to go quietly about our
"The present difficulties of the rail- details and translations, so that the
delphia and eight other cities show
in the
Warsaw. In the face of increasing slightly worse conditions than at the President of the United States
business, heedless of dancer until the members of congress who spoke, and roads are not due lo the transporta documents may be reudy for formul
deliberations of the supreme council.
last minute. No doubt this agitation by others of the fact thut the world tion net and the transportation ad signature at once.
lashes between the Insurgents and beginning of April.
to
American ambassador
"The
will burn Itself out, hut It may burn hopes that Home means eventually can provides effective machinery for remThe reparations commission has (iertuaiis, Poland has decided on a vlg
The automobile Industry shows signs France will lie Instructed to resume
he taken to avert all war so that It
before
the
more
It
vuluahle
so
ns
be
done
in
far
to
iu
Council's
the
orous
an
of
action
may
something
hy adopted
attempt
edying,
of a boom. There Is ail Increased sale
Supreme
plan
plan
world comes back to Its senses, for may never ugalti be necessury to use lialioiial legislation, the difficulties lu concerning Ceruian bonds. The first settle the insurrection initiated hy of automobiles and automobile factor- his place us unofficial observer 011 the
there Is nothing more Inflammable any means of offense or defense which the railroads now find them- Issue of these bonds, which will he delbert Korfnnty, with the object of ies have been increasing their work- conference of nuihassndors, and Mr.
W. Hoyden will he instructed
than human passions working in the ugaiust an enemy In the field, but no selves.
made Immediately, wijl aggregate Joining the Industrial section, of l'per ing forces. Though every city needs ltoland
to sit again In an unofficial capacity
speaker was hnsful enough even to
masses.
(KKl,0(in,(Kiil. They will have priority Silesia to Poland.
a
demore
that
is
railroad
revival
"The
houses,
regret
building
malingers
fulon the repnratious commission.
"This science of propaganda has Insinuate that such a hope Is to be
over the later series. Interest will
The Polish cabinet has Issued
layed hy high wages,
Is admitted by the most the operation of inexorable economic
The governnfent of the United
been So thoroughly mastered that It filled. It also
he payable until after the end of statement
not
it necessary thai railroad
and
make
Buildminrates.
laws
the
while
high
that
freight
saying
who hope for
States notes with pleasure your exworks with the deadlines of poison trustful of all those
the
first
issue.
mantheir
be
should
the
materials
hut
decreased
have
following
hut
ing
quarter
some,
motive
reduced,
istry understood the patriotic
pression of the belief of the represenpeace, that If a wur does come, some wages have no
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Teacher Accused of Stabbing Cop.
Careless Driver Stabbed.
Aviator and Woman Killed.
Ship Has Hard Voyage.
Jury Convicts Arnstein.
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A seagoing "Jinx- - stowed away an
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Tel. Juan Hinio, 24 years
Former presidents Taft and Wilson week over New York city could, by the teaching fellow in tlie physics departAbilene, Texas. A mechanic named
Washington. Jules W. (Nicky) Arn
was stalled so seriously that he Is the shipping board steamer Mojave, ap- stein and four other defendants on
lo Dot need pensions. Mr. Wilson bas use of gas Ixrtnbs, make tbe place ab- ment at Harvard,
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llspoeal. Because of tbe war and dis- nooks and corners.
to a charge of assaulting David IL seriously injured when an airplane pi person, after the
The Mojave has just made port at en securities Into the District of Coturbed conditions subsequent to It be
The possibilities of tbe use of gas. Blair, a negro illceman. Blair, who loted by Carson fell. Lieutenant Lock driving had struck Sarah Rodriguez,
Newport News. The Mojave ran Into lumbia, were found guilty ny a Jury.
aas not compelled to spend muck tbervfore, are such that If any nation was said to he suffering from knife ing is said to be in a serious condition. who Is in a local hospital with
crushed skull. According to police. rough going out of Brest and was beat- The other defendants were Nick Coba,
riooey for entertainment purposes dur- of tbe world engaged la war uses It woimds reeived when he attempted to He served during the World war in
Hinzo jumped out of bis automobile en back to Fayal for repairs. Then D. W. Sullivan, W. W. Easterday and
ing seven years of bis presidency. It to its full bent, and other nations are s;iHKtion the couple whom he said be the British naval
air service and had
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doorway,
to pick her up an Infuriated man in back again by heavy seas. Finally, a $5,000,000 Wall street bond theft, and
purses of presidents of tbe Cnlted against Its use and with It to make alwnt and the case was continued. Miss Pearson is believed to be
the the crowd- leaped on him, stabbing late In March, she made a third at- the defendants are expected to ba
States. Mr. Wilson doubtless wanted counter offensives, tbe enemy could Both I unca n and the young woman
first woman imssenger to be killed in him twice, one penetrating bis right tempt and came through after a hard placed on trial soon in New Tork as
to entertain, but It was not considered work bis wMi. on any foe which could are southerners.
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luck voyage.
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horse barn Is a
alio connected
with both wings of the barn by a carrier system.
The other part of the wing containing the horse stalls is divided Into feed
rooms where the teed Is stored and
prepared for all of the animals. This
feed is loaded on to the feed carrier,
which runs on a carrier track in the
center aisle and carries without any
trouble to the far corner of the barn.
There is room for i.4 cows In the
other section of the building. These
stalls are arranged In two rows facing each other, with Utter al'eyg In
the rear of each row. As in the cage
of the main aisle in the center, these
litter alleys are also equip;ed with carrier tracks and litter carriers which
carry the manure and litter directly
from the stalls to the manure pit. All
stulls are divided by steel partitions
and fitted with sanitary stanchiousand
drinking cups. These features "re important aiid should not be overlooked
A Bteady water supby the farmer.
ply, such as is furnished by Individual
tlriuklng cups helps' to Increase the
milk supply and also eliminates the
work of driving the cows to a trough.
All along the stall floor are high
double hung windows Insuring plenty
of daylight to make the stulls as cheerful as possible.
Fresh air inlets in
the cow barn, as In the horse section,
provide plenty of fresh air at all
times. Foul air shafts draw off the
poisonous gases which are liable to
settle near the floor. At one end of
the cow barn are two pens for cows
and bulls. Although giving an Impression of bigness this building Is not unusually large, its dimensions being 04
by 32 feet.
The building Is of plank frame construction, which gives a hlgli, roomy
hay mow free from posts and other
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Accommodate Large Dairy
Herd and Horses.
DRUDGERY

IS CUT OUT

Equipment Makes Car of Stock Eay
Provisions for Ventilation and
Sanitation Tend to Increase
Production.
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford
will answer
Questions and give advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining- - to the
subject of building work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he Is, without doubt, the
highest authority on all these subjects.
Address all inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
111., and only Inclose two-cestamp for
reply.
On many farms the dairy herd Is not

large enough to demand a separate
barn; in that case a general purpose
barn Is used. In fact on most small
farms this Is the most convenient and
efficient type of building. It serves to
bouse nut only the durly herd but the
horses as well. In building tills barn,
however, it Is Important to Install the
right kind of equipment and use tlte
test materials. Extra expense at the
tart will save money In the long run.
Muny farmers make the mistake of

Che.
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POOR LEAD TO OBTAIN SPLIT
Attempt to Arouse Indignation Over
"Horror on tha Rhine" Proves
Dismal Failure.
"The Uemiuuophile attempt to
irouse American indignation over 'I he
horror on the lthine' and thereby to
lead to a split, spiritual rather than
lipiomatic, between America and her
recent allies hus failed of its purpose
in precisely the sume way that German propaganda in this country fulled
in every one of the years between
1114 and 1018," says an editorial In
the American Legion Weekly.
"The truth Is .merely that the Germans do not know how to go about
It. 'Kultur' obviously does not include
any knowledge of the fine art of getting someethlng over, a fact amply attested by the reflex action which has
accompanied the present attempt. The
Von Mach style of persuasiveness is
no more subtle than the efforts of a
St. Bernard puppy to stand up on a
hardwood floor. It Is flattering the
Von Mach type of 'boring from within'
to call Its Insidious. Insidious it is,
however, In Its intent If not In Its application.
."Dr. Von Mach has proved himself
i poor servant of his country, whether he regards his country as America
)r Germany, He Is a poor Ainericun
for having tried to win America over
to the point of view of the unrepentant nation to defeat whose government 1(10,000 Americans gave tlielr
lives, for attemplng to resurrect a
hyphen that was theoretically hurled
lust three years ago. Me Is a poor
German because bis clumsiness has
served only to arouse America to the
fact that she is still at war with Ger-

In response to the warning issued
by their national commander, F. W,
Gaibralth, Jr., American Legion memberg in many parts of the country
have Iteen active In fighting against
efforts of
and other
hyphenated iersons to drive a wedge
Itetweer, America and her allies in tlx
World war.
Twenty-livthousand patriotic citi
zens of New York attended the "All
American Meeting for God and Country," which was held In Madison
Square Garden under the auspices of
the Legion, as a protest against a previous
meeting, said to be
for the purpose of creating sentiment
against the alleged "Horrors ou the
lthine."
When word was receivedain Philadelphia that Ir. Edmund von Mach,
notorious German propagandist, was
planning to hold a meeting in that
city, Legiou members and other pa
triotic citizens opposed the propost
tlon and succeeded in blocking the
scheme.
Similar action was taken by the
Legion and various societies In Indianapolis. Among the organizations cooperating with theLeglon was the national executivw committee of the
Ainericun Gymnastic union, composed
of a large membership of citizens of
German extraction, which Insisted
'upon unhyphenated
citizenship and
scored Von Mach and George Sylvester Vlereck. On the same day the Indianapolis hoard of public works announced it would not iermlt the use
of Its large convention hall for the
proposed Von Mnch meeting.
Learning' that Louisville was on the
proposed Itinerary of Ihxior Von
Mach, the Kentucky department of
the Legion Instructed posts to use
"every lawful means practicable to
stop the threatened Invasion of Koche
propagandists." The Kentucky Legion's
bulletin also warned against the activities of Vlereck.
Legion posts have also opposed the
hyphenates In Chicago, Cleveland,
Omaha, Cincinnati and Milwaukee.
n

Driver Should Scrutinize Lubrication
Chart and Familiarize Himself
With Location of Every Grease
Cup and Oil Hole.

THREE VOICES AT ONE TIME
Animal Aids In Raising
Organization's Funds From
$100 to $1,500.

The Golden Cnlf of the Twentieth
century has been discovered by the
American Legion post at Fredericksburg, Va., which owes tin Increase In
Its working capital from $100 to $lr00
to a
Juvenile cow. In full
title to which the post Invested Its
scant $100 Inst fall.
Having Induced a Westmoreland
obstructions. It Is n barn that can be
used with advantage by all small county farmer to part with the freak
animal for this sum, a special levy of
farmers.
various small amounts was made
upon the treasury to buy nourishment
When Franklin Pierce Took Office.
On March 4, 1853, the last native son for the calf. Then came the Virginia
state fair In Itlchmond and the calf
of New Kngland elected to the presiwas In full bloom, eating both his
dency took outh of office, when Frank- heads off
and waxing fat withal.
lin Tierce of New Hampshire was InThe Fredericksburg post put him
I'lerce was only forty,
augurated.
eight when be assumed office, and bis on exhibit, charging a suitable fee.
personality and bis vitality made a When the fair was over and the dust
congreat impression on the people. Ha had settled, the post treasury
was singularly handsome, and his In- tained 11.500 the accrued earnings of
auguration attracted greater crowds
than any that preceded It. The event
was marked by the first mention of
profiteering on the part of the
of the capital, It being recorded that hundreds of men slept In the
rotunda and warm passageways of the
capltol to avoid paying the extortionate prices asked for rooms.
d

building a cheap structure without
realizing that It will not last any
length of time, and will be a continual source of trouble and expense as
long as he hag It on his farm. The
farm barn should be carefully planned
on paper before it Is built aud all
possible angles considered carefully.
Then when. It is built It will be a
source of pride and real satisfaction to
the owner, and a wonderful asset In
more ways thun one. It will mean a
jrreat saving in labor, relief from
drudgery, and increased production
from the animals.
When the barn shown here was
planned all these things were taken
Into consideration.
First the actual
construction was studied. It wag decided that a frame structure on a substantial concrete foundation would
make a very practicul and attractive
exterior. The roof Is gambrel shaped,
and large ventilators have been inNew Type of Boiler,
stalled to draw off the foul air. InIn
recently developed boiler of a
cidentally It Is well to mention need
Ninety-ninnew type the steam is generated by
of lightning protection.
currents dliectly
heavy
per cent of the fires on the farm have passing
hotel-keepe-
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Minneapolis Legion Man Can Sing
Tenor, Bass and Baritone Parts
Simultaneously.
Wonder voices have been heralded
the world over, at least since the inof tbe
ception
press agent. Hut
It was left for Joe
Kaufman, a for
iner uriny sergeant anil nu
American Legion
member In
Minn., to
sing the first male
trio simultaneousthe
ly, carrying
parts alone with

the same

ha

and control
of three singers.
Kaufman Is a government music student.
The secret of Kaufman's unusual
accomplishment has baffled voice ex
perts as well as himself, Several
years ago he discovered bis ability to
produce overtones which gave the
sound of more than one part. He en
tered the Macliwll school at Minne
apolis es a government student and,
as his voice strengthened and became
clearer, he developed the curious trio.
The only case remotely similar to
that of Kaufman, according to bis Instructor In the government school, s
that of a woman singer In whose voice
could be distinguished one separate
overtone, over which she had practi
cally no control. The former soldier
In some way has separated and con
trolled tenor, bass and baritone parts
simultaneously.
LEGION

MAN

BUSY WITH
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been caused by lightning and the lightning rod hag been found an effective
preventive.
w ith
This building la built
the horse stalls In the cross wing and
the cow stalls In the long section.
These two sections are separated by a
olid wall, an arrangement required by
health departments In some states. In
the horse section there are two double
tails, two single stalls and two box
tails. Fresh air Intakes at regular Intervals alone the wall Just above the
talis Insure a continuous supply of
fresh. Invigorating air. The stall partitions are of the latest ateel type and
Just beyond the
the floor Is concrete
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through the water from one electrode
to another, according to Popular Mechanics Magazine. A claim of 93 per
cent efficiency Is made for the apparatus. In structure the boiler Is
quite simple, being a rugged, vertical
cylinder containing the vertically arSteam pressures
ranged electrodes.
of up to
pounds are generated
with a voltage ranging from the minimum to a maximum of 3,000. The
quantity of steam Is Ingeniously controlled by means of automatic valve
which reduce the water level as the
demand for steam decreases. Imme
diately the top electrode Is uncovered
generation ceases.

finale. Nevertheless, one of the noted
critics who came to the revised
said: "I'll have to admit
Playgoers will Not Stand for Drarraa that I'm lowbrow. I like the accepted,
That Finish In an Atmosphere
tried forms better."
of Gloom.
So that's the difference between the
drama and the novel. Tegs of the
A popular novel had been dramatized
and all the critics declared that, while d'Crbervllles" goes out In gloom, but
dramatic art had not been trans- what a weak thing If Tess and Angel
"lived happy ever after."
gressed and all the scenes were as Claire had
true to life aa In the novel, something SL Lonl
was lacking. It was soon discovered
The story
what was the matter.
Mara Must Be Satisfied.
ended unhappily. What one mgy like
to recent computation,
According
In literature, one doesn't In drama.
little more
So the third act waa rewritten and Austria devotes only
The than 3 per cent of the total budget
Joyous climax substituted.
"The re- to the support of Its military forces.
effect was Instantaneous.
More than 19 per cent of the total
ception of the play," we learn, "was
electric. Those who were seeing It public expenditures of France, and
for the first time were thrilled with 12 per cent of those of Great Britthis great exposition of American life. ain are for the army.
allots nearly 17 per cent of Its
Those who had seen It In its first form
Barreled at the quickening of the revenues to the same purpose, and
Jugo Slavla more than 28 per cent.
piece.
And yet the cognoscenti agreed Hungary, Austria's next door neighper cent of
with one voice that the story which bor, has assigned 22
Closed In nnhapplness waa the truer Its budget (or military purposes. The
kit with Its logical and Inevitable Living Age.

KUST HAVE HAPPY

ENDINGS

Globe-Democra-t.

Drawa Line on Politics.
A warning to American Legion post
officers against using the influence of
the Legion to obtain postmastershtps
and other political appointments has
been made by H. R Fell, Commander
of the Oklahoma Department of the
The
men's organization.
Legion commander declared that there
Is no attempt to curtail the efforts of
Legionnaires as Individuals, but that
activities tending to Involve tbe Legion
In politics are contrary to the constitution Of that organization.

Must All Be Legionnaires.
:ina Back Frssaura.
Athletic teams and hands asing tbe
It Is neceftsarr to keep ethau-- n
name of the American Legion must be
made up exclusively of Legionnaires, pipes and muffler clean to prevent tbe
a hack
according to a. ruling made by tbe burned gases from exerting
the Dlatoa while the rases
executive committee of the Legion's hreajoirs
are being expelled from the cylinder
Minnesota department.
wblcti would cause a waste or power.
Claims for Compensation.
Fertater Noise.
More thsn 25.000 new claims for
When vibration has cansed a more
compensation and other government
assistance to veterans were Bled as a or less extensive crack In n fender
result of a service contest among Il there remits a sharp, crackling ooie
linois American Legion posts under that Is very annoying and often U diftbe auspices of a Chicago Dewspsjier. ficult te locate.

Cxecbo-SIo-vakl- a

Calf That Put Virginia
Post en Road to Wealth.

the calf and all this for doing nothing but standing still and being Inspected.
It was recently that the representa
tive of a large circus made his offer
of $150 for the animal and It was ac
cepted. There Is a rumor that the
excitement of travel and late hours
have affected the calf's health and
that he Is a poor Insurance risk.
However, as the old Romans had It,
caveat emptor.
The post plans to reinvest the $1,500
as soon as some other such good se
curity as the calf is found.

eight-hou-

1

1

Feed.
for mill fted firm in
Spot
in .South
and Kant. DcmunU very light. Linseed nit-aand k hi tun feed lower, cot
tonseed nual held firmly at higher
Alfalfa nual and hominy feed
prices.
.

prices
no thweattirn
states, but weak

A

and Strongly Sup.
ported Floor Lever Makes Praetl
cable an Automatio Arrangement for
the Garage Entrance.
d

strong spring, go that it cannot be de
pressed by the weight of a man any
where Uxn It, or by the weight of a
car, except as a wheel crosses Itg
outer end. The end near the hinge Is
sunk flush with the door. A simple
link motion pushes a button which
connects the horn either to a battery
of dry cells, or to the
testing
mains, which are available In many
garages. l'opulur Mechanics Maga
zine.
six-vo-

AUTOMOBILE
--

GOSSIP
tire
see
see f

in going 5,001) miles

A 34 by 4

revolves 8,871,840 times.

Automobiles in North Carolina represent an Investment of 140,000,000.
New York city now has 1,103 automobile dealers, an Increase within a
yeur of 35 per cent.
e

e

e

The Savannah Automobile club in
Georgia Is planning to hold motor car
races once a month.
e

clutch the wheel with a
grip. It Is not strength wiiicli
guides the car, but sureness of hand.
Do

not

vise-lik-

e

with a registration of
128.D.M
motor vehicles, averaged a
consumption of 309 gallons of gasoline
per car last year.
Colorado,

Saskatchewan, with a total of 00.3f2
automobiles and 424 motorcycles, now
stands second In Canada, In regard to
the number of registered motor vehicles.
e

e

e

e

e

conBecause of perfect
ditions, motor vehicles In Florida consumed on an average of (M2.7 gallons
of gasoline Inst year. The average
consumption In the I'nlted States Is
M) gallons.
year-roun- d

I

brow-beater-

brow-beate-

Spring bran quoted $24.50. Phil
adi'lphia; $iy, Chicago; $16. Minneapolis. HpriiiK middlings, $24, l'hiladelphia; $18, Chicago; $15. Minneapolis.
I.inst-emeal, $29, Minneapolis; $37,
New York; $31, Kansas City. Gluten
feeds, $2ti.5(), Chicago; $29.60. Cincinnati; $34.12, New York. Cottonseed
weal, $27, Memphis; $26.50, Atlanta.
Mvnlot'k aatj Meat.
The trend of Chicago live stock
was
upward the past week. Hogs
prices
advanced 20c to 45c; beef steers, 25c
to ti5c; butcher cows, heifers and feeder steers generally, 25c per 100 Ibx.
and lambs generally steady. May
hhep
4 Chicago
prices: Hogs, bulk of sales,
$i.l!i 'u S.tio; medium and good beef
steers, $7.50 H. 75; butcher cows and
heifers.
feeder steers, $6.75$
H.15; light and medium
weight veal
calves, $K.25w 10.50; fat lambs, $8,764
11.25; feeding lambs, $7.008.60; yearlings, $8.00 (i t.r,; fat ewes, $5,5047.26;
stocker and feeder shipments from
eleven important markets during th
week ending April 2 it wrc: Cattle and
calves, 46. t85; hogs, 7.01)6; sheep, 11.085.
marAt eastern wholesale frenh
kets beef down 60c to $1, light pork
loins, $2; heavy loins, steady. Veal
steady to $1 lower; lamb average about
steady; mutton 4 up $1 per hundred
pounds. May
prices good giadti
meats: Iteef. $16 'u 17; veal, $17$ 20;
lamb, $206 24; mutton, $1618; light
pork loins, $23426; heavy loins. $17 f
Fruits aaJ Vegetables,
Sacked round whit potatoes down
10e to 15c per loo lbs. at northern
shipping points, doling tiO'u'Oc Chilow
cago carlot market at
point of lOITtiSf. Florida No. 1 Spaul-dtn- g
Aj

,

im-a- t

Hose up 75c per double-hea- d
barrels. Chicago, at $v50ftf 8.75; up 6c. New
York, at $7.75(8.00; up $1.25?l-50- ,

shipping points, around $7 f. o. b.
Texas sacked Jiliss Triumphs down $1
kt 1.25 per hundred lbs., Kansas
Cold
at $4. 0034. 25;w ISt. Louis, $1.25. City,
storage HaM in applea firm In city
wholesale markets; New York A 2
stock mostly $6if7 per barm I. North
western extra fancy Wlnesapa nearly
steady Chicago. Medium to large slses.
$J.7.V S.25:
small sixes, $2.00 ft 2.60.
Hacked yellow onions slow and steady
in eastern city wholesale markets, at
7'r'ti$1.2S per 100 lbs. Texas yellow
at $1.25g2.oO; mostly
Itermiidas lower,
r
$1,504 1.75
standard crate No. 1 and
2 slock, commercial pack.
p.--

Grain.

Trices tended upward the past week,
due principally to good export demand,
light offerings, strength cash market
and small stocks of wheat Chicago
available delivery on May contracts
with price level too low to attract
shipments from other points. Chicago
May wheat advanced 8c on the 3d as
result congestion long holdings as
hedges by seaboard interests which
could not get cash grain to fill export
ales.
Chicago May dropped 4Lc on
the 4th, and July wheat Zc as result
heavy selling cash wheat by Kansas
producers and weakened technical position caused hy recent big advance.
Hen men t now somewhat more bearish; cash pretnium easier. In Chicago
rash market No. 2 w inter "sired wheat,
No.
$1.4N; No. 2 hard. $1.52.
mixed
coin. 5c: No. ;l yellow corn, 69c. No.
3 whit" oats. 35sc for the week.
May wheat up 124c, at $1.3i:
e. at 58c; Julv
down
May
w heat up 4 Sc. at
July corn
down
e, at tilc; $1G:
Minneapolis July
at $1.16; Kansas City
wheat up
July. 4c. at $I.02'c; Winnipeg July,
8'4c, at $1.42.
I'ottoa.
8pot cotton prices advanced about 33
the past week, closing around
points
11.45c per pound.
New York May
up 38 points, at 12.49c.
1

.1

Chi-csi- io

e

While the Xutomnhlle Club of Rochester, N. T., Is one of the largest
motor cJuhs In the country, plans of a
membership campaign are under way
to boost the roll to 10.000 members,

bnity-burglar-

battle-scarre-

dency

ujl

a

.

Dairy Produrt.
mark ft unsettled. Price ten
mostly downward during week,
but there wai a slight i.npruvement
the pant few days. TradiiiK nut normal; otherwise tone of market would
he firmer, as there has been temporary
shortaKe some grades. Declines due
to desire of trade to keep stocks movincreased
ing in anticipation of
spring production. 37Cloainn prices, tJ
score: New York,
He; Chicago. 12c;
l'hiladelphia and ttoston, Stic. Cheesa
niarkfta slow and business net up to
expectations
following Monday i'tclinu
on l'ly mouth. Wis., cheese excriane.
J'ricea on most styles about lc lower
than a week ao. 1'ndertone of markets somewhat unsettled, although
tht-ris nmre general felini; that
prices are about as low as they will tfu
for the present.
H utter

The plan of having an electric automobile horn placed in the entrance of
a garage to notify pedestrians that a
car is about to cross the sidewalk Is
not a new one, but the operation of
the horn usually depends on the memory of an employee. Liuk motions for
doing this automatically can, of course,
be built in many different ways, but
are likely to give trouble from being
Hay.
too complicated, from failure to work
Market continues weak with price
at the right time, or a possibility of pome
what lower in several markets.
Itcceipts liht; demand very limited.
working at the wrong time.
No.
$30, New Yolk;
timothy tjuot-In the Illustration, a long lever Is tn, Chicago-2o. Cincinnati; 123. At- No.
alfalfa.
Memphis.
set Into the cement floor across the "isnta;
Kansas
28.50, Memphis;
i,
is,
1
garage exit, having underneath it a Atlanta. No. City;
prairie. $16.50, Minneapolis; $17, Chicago; $ 13.76, Kansas City.

CAR LEAPS OVER OBSTRUCTIONS

Legion Men Among the Miners.
The activity of the American Legion
in the mining districts of southeast
Kansas Is another pertinent proof
between
that the mlunderstanding
men's
labor bodies and the
organization has been dissipated. At
Kan., the climax of the
Scamtnoo,
r
day celebration of the
miners In District 14, was reached In
a ball at the Legion ball, under (he
auspides of Francis Ellison I'ost.
Another Instance Is the almost unprecedented growth of Clarence Smith
Post No. 272 at Weir. From a membermen In 1920, a
ship of 21
total of 112 has been enrolled In 1921
thus far.

I

(Wtittra Srip(Mr tatea Nm Serrk. I

Strong Spring Set Into Cement Floor
Across Exit Gives Alarm When
Weight of Machine Passes
Over It on One End.

e

"Apt alliteration's artful aid" was
rot neglected when an Akron (O.)
member of the American Legion spun
the following bonus yarn:
"Burt began to bitterly berate the
'bull' about the bonus bill, bewailing
the benighted bigotry of the belligerent birds, badly blocking the bonus
by bombastic blusterlngs and brable,
and branding the busted bucks who
bore the brunt of the battle as bads
of billions In
gers and
bonds, believed by big, bald business
s
to belong burled In
banks.
"Before our bewildered Burt boarded a boat to become a
vet beyond the borders of our bright,
beautiful, big country, be became a
benedict; and, back from the battles,
busted and barren of bullion, our benighted boy hero became beautifully
bored because big bibulous bunco men
breathlessly built a bunch of backhand lies to bribe him by a bunk
promise of a bonus.
"But Burt Isn't badly
by the bexlraggled babble of a bonus.
Blythe, buoyant and bubbling, biding
his time, Burt, the benedict and battle buddy, and Beulah, bis bride, believe the bully and bumptious Idea
that a beneficent bunch of birds will be
brought tf believe that big battles
beat the Roche and busted bocks need
bread; and before beaocoup belated
rears pass a bonus bill to bring the
bacon back to our buddy. Burt.

d
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It Is of prime Importance to handle
the new car carefully. After the first
trip take a wrench and go over every
nut and bolt to make certiun they
are all tight. The engine parts should
receive especial attention, for the
slightest defect will result in misfiring
and poor carburetlon, writes William
II. Stewart in New York Times. Make
your inspections frequently for the
first 1,000 miles until the car has
worn In somewhat, then you can relax your vigilance a bit.
Make a thorough study of your Instruction book. Look at the lubrication chart and familiarize yourself
with the location of every grease cup
and oil hole, then see that they are
kept filled properly. This will Insure
you against worn parts or scored bearings and. Incidentally, allow you to
learn the lubrication system thoroughly.
New Car Is Stiff.
When an automobile Is built the engine hus been run but little and every
part Is fitted tight to make them snug
after the roughness has worn off. Consequently the car Is very stiff and
will not show much speed until those
parts wear In. So don't exceed twenty-fmiles an hour until the speedive
ometer registers 1,000 tulles. By so
doing each part will "find Itself" and
you will be perfectly safe in exceeding
thirty miles per hour. If you force
a car before it has obtained the 1,000
miles it will result In a noisy engine
aud premature repairs.
Drain off the oil every 500 miles
and replace It with fresh. The quantity of grit and dirt that comes from
the crunk-casis usually surprising.
The bearings and pistons throw off
small particles of metal which If not
removed with the old oil will work
into the hearings and cause trouble.
I'erhaps the motor will show a ten
dency to overheat when new. Don't
let this worry you for It Is merely
the friction caused In wearing off the
rough surface of the engine. Drive
Intelligently and use plenty of oil and
water and soon this trouble will dis- ppear.
Clean Body Carefully.
The body cleaning should be done
very carefully for the first month or
so. Use a simple flow of water, with
out spray or force, otherwise the fin
ish will he marred. The longer you
drive without unnecessary cleaning,
the harder the varnish will become.
Do not allow the engine to race or
to run when the car Is standing.
are made to be used and it
la good for the battery to be operated
Intelligently.
Keep the tires fully Inflated soft
tlreg consume power as well as destroy themselves.
Keep the carburetor adjusted at the
leanest possible mixture a lean mixture reduces carbon deposits.
Don't try to economize by purchas
ing the "Just as good" oil. Buy the
best grade and change the supply
about every 500 miles. This will be
most economical In the long run.
If you follow the car driven by an
expert you will notice that he maintains a constant speed; that he does
not loaf along and then suddenly Jump
to forty miles an hour. More gasoline
Is used when you accelerate.
Select
a safe driving speed, making only
gradual speed changes when It Is necessary.

Buckeye Boy Bends, Bows and Bor- rows Bad and Beautiful Bonus
Boosting Babble.

H

Approaching.

After First Trip Go Over Nuts
and Bolts and Make Sure
They Are All Tight
MAKE FREQUENT INSPECTIONS

POST WINS ON GOLDEN CALF

Furnished by
OF MARKETS
Washington, O. C.

U. S. BUREAU

Pedestrians Notified That Car Is

e

many."
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MARKETS

AT GARAGE ENTRANCE

WITH MUCH CARE
-

(Copy

AUTOMATIC WARNING

HANDLE NEW CAR

Ex
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Cattle.
rsl supplies of stork were
on the catt le market.
Follow
ing the arrival of low er Eastern re
ports buyers bore down and local
values msde a drop of 15 to 25 cents.
lieef n tee in composed a large per
rentaue of the offering. Hoth speculators and packers buyers were on tha
market for this class of stock, and tha
moved readily, the hatottering was
ter grades on a fully steady basis. Top
w as reached on one
load of ehoica
steers, averaging 1,411 pounds, which,
went at $7.'). freight paid. Two loads
of choice animals, averag ing between
1.3S7 and 1.2"
pounds, brought tha
next highest price at $7.75 flat. Another load crossed the seales at $7.75,
paid, and the remainder of
sold at $7.65, $7.60, $7.50, $7.40
and down to $7.
Ilea a.
Quality of the offering" ranked fair,
with a toed percentage of choice stock
in- hided.
Top hoes sold tn a small killer at
The next highest price was
$S 1m.
reached at $. several loads of rood
st k roning the scat at this figure, which was also top of th hulk.
The lower end of bulk sales waa $7.25.
Kxtrcme heavies and cutouts wera
the vicinity of $.
quoted tnwera
Sup-HIn good demand.
Tigs
were somewhat more limited
than nn th previous day, and salesmen had little difficulty tn effecting
riees not far from
clearances at
steadv. net (trades of stackers wera
beat
quoted from $8.5" to $V75 with
butchers tip to $4.50. More common
stock found an outlet on a corresponding basis.
I.lh-

le
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Sheep.

Trading waa decidedly Improved on
The beet lambs la the)
offering, four carloads, averaging in
the vicinity of
pounds, sold at
$1015. freight paid. Tha next highest
on
was
reached
four other loads,
prir
averaging: almost the same, which
found an outlet at 919 10. freight paid.
Another string of the same sise waa
sold at 110. and four loads of 95
cleared at t.S.
pound atack were
freiaht paid. A string of
crossed
the acales at
lambs
clipped
$1 75. freight paid.
The offering Included no deTrab1
awes. Demand was good,- although
somewhat lighter than last weak, and
the general feeling was steady. Quotations ranged from $4 to $.!.

this market.

n

A new invention hy M. Gauthivr, a
treticb automobile engineer, makes it poasible for any light rat to leap throuph the air over
The device In the rear of the machine does the trick. The photo
nhows a test car, equipped with the authier device, making a high leap in
Paris recently. The device is controlled from the chauffeur's seat.

Metal Market.
Colorado aettlment prices:
.99
Bar silver American).$
Par silver iforetgn)...
district of Tokyo, a flagman, a traffic Zinc
4.9h
officer and sis, (even or eight police- Copper
12 HO
4.7$
men with swords are stationed ta di- Lead
rect traffic,
DEXTER ritODCCE.
a
I1.TSS2 A0
Potatoes, per cwt
Pinto beans
(Slow an or en eat
More than a hundred cities and New
of
cabbage
towns throurhoat the I'nited Stale
4SRAI1T
II 4T AXD
have erected Mnd beacons as an aid
MICKS,
So. t yellow
li nt
to motoriats. The standardised cobn Corn.
Cora. No. $ mixed
is?
signaling, as in the rase of tbe rail- Wheat. Ka, 1
Ml
1 tt
ata. per cwt.
roads, red, yellow and grren lights art
1 ft$
barley, per cwt.
flashed by tbesa "lighthouses.

tn Japan, at a particular crossing

In the (iinza. which Is the shopping
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Who?

is

NAMES

Albert

RESIDENCES

NO. OF Filed
SHARES

Jones Portland, Maine
M. Maxwell Portland, Maine
K. Farnham Portland, Mauie
F.
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COLUMBIA HATCHERY
1
U.
1
P. O. Box, 1102, Denver, Colorado. A.
STUCK UNSUBSCRIBED
Over
Capacity,
1,000 Chicks Weekly
399.9SS
AND UNISSUED
We can supply you with any quan4UI.UXJ
TCrTAL
15
of
Chickens.
Varieties
tity
Baby
SAID CORPORATION
is located at Port- Live delivery guaranteed Parcel Post
in the County of Cumberland, Stale
laud,
Write for prices and full of Maine.
Prepaid.
THE NUMBER OF D1RECTORRS shall
particulars.

Despite tie testimony of technical
experts of the highest authority and
despite the practical tests afforded
hy the daily experience of millions
of timers, the belief that there is a
difference
between
distinguishable
suar from beets and that extracted from cane dies hard.
Perhaps nothing illustrates the faldiscussions
lacy of the
as to the relative merits of cane and
beet sugar niorc conclusively than
I
.1..
me I.1CI .1....
UIUI Ilie Sailie CriargCS and
complaints that are lodged atrainst
beet sugar on one side of the Atlan
tic are charged up to cane sugar on
the other side. Readiness to suspect
the stranger or the unfamiliar productapparently is an clil and deeply inurained trait of human nature.
Chemical tests prove that there is
absolutely no difference between the
same ipiality of beet or cane sugar.
deIn fact Pritish candy makers
mand beet sugar.
With a general understanding of
this fact, one of the arguments
against the use of beet sugar is re-- 1
nioveil ami tins great western aori- cultural and manufacturing industry
tact s the Ji lt re; with a brighter
prospect than ever before.

EDITOR

Subscription

Who

be not less than three ii) nor more than
fifteen (15) their number to be fixed by
the stockholders at the meeting at which
The number of dirdirectors are elected.
ectors to serve until the first annual meet
are
be three (J),
and their
ing
,
.
. v..?,--names
. ..7shall
"7
.! .. ..
,7'.. 7.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Notice is hereby ptven that the undersigned will on the 5th day of June, 1921,
at 10 o clock A. M., let the contract
vnH
lour room mnp,.l. h.nt.lin. f..r
school Dist. No. 15 at Tre. Pifdras. KVw
.Mexico. 1 he plans and specifications can
be seen at the office of T. Chas. Haas-tra- .
N, M., or 'of
Architect, Santa
Edwin B. Seward, clerk, Tres Piedras, N.
M. Bids are requested without the warm
nir furnaces and concrete bed for engine.
All bids should be sent to C. J. Ouinlana,
Supt. of Schools, Taos, N. M. The Board
reserves t lie rifclit to reject any or all
bids.
BOARD OF EDIT ATTOX. TAOS CO.,
By I. W. DWIRE, Secretary
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AlAN'i'hK,

Portland Maine

THE CLERK is JAaMES
his resilience is South

and
.

ALBERT F. JONES,

Hit- UNDERSIGNED,

is PRESIDENT.
The I NDi.HSlCNtD,
is TMhAbl' KhK.

M. MAXWELL,

B.

And Hie UNDERSIGNED,
F.
ALBERT
H.
Al.
JONES.
anu A. Ii.
MAXWELL,
lAKMIA.NI aie all ui the directors of said

of State Corporation
mission of New Mexico

in Office

Com-

1917, made
Hd.
Grazing Entry, No.
for Lots S,
7. 8. NWtf NEK;
,
E'jEyj; Section y. Township 15 N, Range
A. L. Morrison,
8 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice;
Clerk of intention to make three year final Proof,
Compared JtO to EMA.
to establish claim to the land above desSTATE
OF NEW MEXICO
cribed, before the U. S. Commissioner, at
STATE CORPORATION
COMMISSION
OF Santa Fe, N. M., on the 1st, day of June,
1921.
NEW MEXICO
. Certificate
of Authority
Claimant names as witnesses: Herculano
United States of America )
Pedro fad ilia y Ortiz, Facuado
Montoya,
)
Romero, Tomas Urban all of Cerrillos, N.
State of New Mexico
)
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, that there
A. M. BERGERE. Register.
was filed for record in the office of the First Publication April 22, 191.
State Corporation Commission of the State Last Publication May 27, 1921.
of New Mexico on the 7th day of May A.
D.
at 11 A. M.. by THE MIDWEST
REFINING
COMPANY
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
corporation duly
organized and existing under and by virtue Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
of the laws of the State of Maine, a certified copy of its Certificate of IncorDoration 1921.Ofiice, at Saitta Fe, N. Al, April 20,
and Statement designating principal office
Notice
that Grover
this State, agent. rtr . ai nroviilril liv Moore, of is herebyN. given who,
on May
At,
Stanley,
Section 10, Chapter 79, Laws of 1905.
20th, 1916, made Homestead
Application,
NOW THEREFORE. The said corporation No. 0J6037, for
SW'A;
W'iSWX;
WViSE,
is hereby authorized by the State CorSection 35, Township 12 N, Range 11 E,
poration Commission to transact business N. Al. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inS
in ttie Mate of New Mexico, and the bus- - tention tO mal,
V3V Prnnf i r.
ss is such as. may he lawfully transacted Itsh claim to the land above
described.
by corporations organized under the laws tief'.re the lT. S. Commissioner, at Stanley.
.
, .
XT
.1.
oi this btate.
i., uii me jsi, aay oi June,
IN TESTIMONY
Claimant names as witnesses: Hud GilWHEREOF, the
Chairman and Clerk of said Com- bert and Guy O. Patrick, of Stanley, N.
mission have hereunto set their M., Ray Canon and W. J. McEadden. of
SEAL
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Sale No. 1744
NEHNWtf. Set I; T. Sec. 2S; AU of Seer 29. 30, 31 i NVSNW54.I The CommUiioncr of Public Laada. orlsw. KWtfSEj. SEK'E. Sec J Lota'
Sal. No. 17W
SEMNVYtf. See. W; T.
. IS
24 N.,
R. 24 E., containing 4010 acres. 25 K.,
E. 9 E.,
containing 40.00 acre. SWHNWS. NEtf. Sec 33; All of Seca. 34, hi a agent holding inch aale, reservea the l, 2, S,
7, Sec 5; T. 16
16
.
35; T. 1 S..
The improvements consist of fencing, value There an no improvements.
E., SEVWJ. Sec J; j right to reject any and all bida offered containing 422.91 acrea. There are no tin- 5, 6, 7. Sec 6; EttW& SEH. Sec at amid aale.
l.ts
fi.00.
provemetjts.
Sale No. I74J
NEK. SW. Sec 17 T.
120.00 acres. WVNW,
Sec 8;
Stc. 4; NEJ4XWH,
SaJ. No. 177
No bid on the above described tracts of
Foiaeiaioa under contracts of aale for
WttNWtf, See. : NWK 36 N., R. il E., containing
.
R. 18
T.
Sec.
- "
S..
24;
be
1 i 74 .
I
will
(. arrrpted for leas than THREE
above
ore. II, i. y rv . , V. ja r. , "U - "
deacrtbed
NEftbc
given VmJ
tacts
Ny?4SVf.
SV.'i. Lot 4: Sec. 7: SW'.SW. Sec. fc on or before Oc tober 1 t, lSfJL
There arc no int- DOLLARS
($3.00)
taining 120.00 acres.
per acre, which ia the
No. 1741
Sal.
SWXNErt.
SWtfXWH.
Sec.
13;
VVi4SV;4.
ialn
lhrrM Stwt IB AfMitaOB
i.fir.ii.-frtV4SE,
provemeata.
NWSW,
SMi. WKSEii. Sec. 17: T. 28 N R. 11 ix. 21; EA. tViWH, Lot 4: Sec
aeal
31; AU
mv hand and the official
birfder unit air for
Witneaa
th
tiurr(iafu1
the
the
with
set
date
therefor,
MEXICO
deposited
STATE OP NEW
f S c. 33: N'i,
Sec. 34; NNWJi. Src. of the State Land Office of the State of the
Sec. 12;
Sale No. IW
SVSSWM,
yi r... contaiomg 3 JO acres. The improveimprovements that exist on the land.
Commissioner of FuLlic Lands, or with the
S N
R 25; mrn' consist of fencing and plowing, value 5: 1. ! N., R 16 E., SWKNW, SW54 New Mexico, tbia third day of May. 11officer in charge of such sale, cash or
'
HJ?!L
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
r;Vpw
See. 20; KEJ4NWS4, Sec 21; NW54
240 00 acres,
which 90.9' felQ.00.
Each of the above described tracta will
N. A. FIELD,
certified exchange to the amount of ttie E..
NWJ4, Sec. 22; W.XWJ4. SESWJi, S'.
Fe and
above minimum bid.
Commissioner of Public Lands, be offered for aale separately.
PUBLIC LAND f ALE
Sale No. 1747
Deposits of all un- acres was selected for the Santa
S',SEX, Sec 21; T. 211 S.r. ?; SWiSE'4, Sec. 28; T. 1 N., R.
New
Mexico.
of
State
successful bidders will be returned. Thr Grant County Railroad Bond tjld. t'Lere N., K. 31 K , containing
aO.OtXacrcs. There li E.,
The above safe of land will be subject
curnpning 15,0b2.67 acrea.
First PuMieation May 6, 1V21.
TORRANCE COUNTY
deposit of the successful bidder will be held are no improvements
are no improvements. .
to the f Howtng terms and conditions,
Last .'ubTicatioo July 15,
hy ,tlie Commissioner of Public Lands and
GUADALUPE
COUNTY
1771
Sale
No.
IJEMSWdy
FSEWi;.
via:
of the Commissioner of Public byfLhim applied in payment of such bid
Office
Sale No. 1741
NE!4, W'NW, SE'i
See
Sale No.
Lot 2, Sec 19; NWVNM.
hut if the successful bidder shaft fail ti Sec. ?3; T. 28 N-- , R. 24 F... lot 4, SFM
Lends,
NVS. MoSi',. Sec 12: T. 28 N.. R. 33 E . S.t. 21: NW'.SWK,
Sec. 28; E'jSKy. Sec.
The successful bidder must pay to the
his purchase by then and there 1: W",SW'M. Sec. 20; SWN'EH,
complete
29 N.. R. U -Sec.
T.
13;
NEUSWJ4.
Sl.Ji,
1
contain-inS
2
;
R.
25
E
,
.
See. 29; T.
N;
N.,
ViiWVi, Sec. 33; T. 2 N., R.
Commissi er of Public La n.t a, or hia
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe.'ew Mexico.
paying any balance due under his purchase NWH.276.23
t- - t'.SWH.
; NVV'4!WH,
SKH. Sec
SI
con
11: SKVEli. Sec. 14; NW
Sec.
of
The
acre.
the
and
improvementa
holi ng such aale,
the
of
cost
atrent
liSLi,
advertising
including
ISVYMSVVM.
Sec 29; T. 29 N., R.
NV!iSEl,l.OOTioO
15; bfcNLMi
inc. 21; T. 2 IN.,
FOR PUBLICATION
the price offered by him for the land.
NOTICE
Notice ie hereby given that pursuant to expenses incident thereto, then and in such sist of fencing, value sjuu.uu.
34 L., cuntatning
acres. Ihc im li 17 E.. Lot
Sec-- ly; Lot 4, SESW,
1,
i
and
forfeited
tr
be
a
for
such
shall
and
event
vert
an.
deposit
appraisement
ol
13
sing
Act ot congress, ap
the provisions
500.- S .SKI. S c. 31; T. 2 K.. K. Ul E., SWJ4
No. 1771
Sal
SiSF!4, Sec SO; fots provemcnts consist ol fencing, value
BmuMl l.m
afah
all costs incidental to the sale herein, ea.cK
igtfl.
the Laws of the the State of New Mexico as liquidated
PUBLIC LAND SALE
.
11; iuJvSEa,
SW'4, KKSEM, Sec 31; T. 2t
Xfc. Sec.
U; SE34SWH.
and all of said amounts must be deposit,
State of New Mexico, and rules and re-- 1 damages. Lease will be made in suostan-filiations- 1. 2, NEt,
,
tie
1
559.84
K
Sec.
yvVS(-.4T.
26
acre.
Sec.
R.
,
13;
4;
oil
of
and
with
WhNEtf,
form
containing
ed in carh or certified exchange at the
COUNTY
oi the State Land Office, theitial conformity
CHAVES
gat N.,
00 j
on lue m nie wince u me improvement, consist of fencing, va.u.
niX 3 N . K 1? K., Loti 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, SE
time of arte and which said amounts and
luisimaaiofter Ol fUDUC lianas Will Oiler itasc ..o.
s
S
Sec.
.VWW,
of
6;
ES
of
9
Public
SEtf,
Commissioner
Lands, copy
Public all of tl -- an are subject to forfeiture
at public sale to the highest bidder at
of the Commissioner of
Office
The iniprovemrnti contut oi
Tot 3, Sec 4; Lot J, f000 creSec.iNE.ofSW,
T. 3 N, R. 18
S.U No. ITT?
,
which will be furnished Off application.
V,
NEi,
SE.
to the State of New Mexico, if the sue
0 cluck A. At., on luesoay, June list,
125.00.
houie
alu
I.
and
barn.
R.
ant's,
S.c. 11; T. 4 N., R. 16 E, SW!4SL)t SE
Sec. S; NEviTCWtf, Sec. 9; T. 2f
ceasful
in the town of Estancia, County of Torb"ider does not execute a eon-traSanta Fe, New Mexico-Notic- e
Sec. 28; T. 4 N., R. 17 E., N'iSE,
The right "is reserved by the Commis- 27 E.. S'SE, Sec. 34; T 29 N., R. 27 E..
with a thirty days after it has been
W NWKi Sec 2. T. 30 bWJi.
rance, State of New Mexico, in front of
that
lTSt
pursuant
is
N..
given
.hereby
5 N., R.
17
T.
Sec.
Sec.
A!l
of
1;
10;
.,
implement.
the court houae therein, the following des- sioner to reject any and all bids, either rotita ninv m5 acrea. The$320.00.nf
mailed
Act
N
to him by the State Land Office,
R 29 L. cotiUmunr ol.
Congrrsa,
acre. The V,,
to the provisions of an
at the time of sale' or subsequent there- con.i.t of fencing, value
SVJ, . 11; AllSec.of SecAll 12;of EW,
cribed tract- - of land, vis:
to provide that the pur20: h, M0, the lawa of the said contract
improTementa coons t of fencing. Talua I..XWIi,
Sec. arpmved June
to.
NWXWJi.
reH;
and
and
rules
chaser
may at his option make paymentse
State of New Mexico,
No. 1773
5a!
SWW. Sec 15; NLNE'L
SWf
H; E'-iNSEj4.80.00See. 13; T. ?9
of ninety-fivSale No. 17U
the
Kyi, Sec. 4, T. 1 N., R.
than
of
not
leas
Office,
land
State
of
the
gulations
acrei. There Sal. No. KSl
Witness my 'hand and the official seal N., R. 25 K., containing
11
SEVaSW4,
SW54XWJa,
The im., containing 121.36 acres.
Lands will offrr
per rent of the purchase price at
SEHNWtf, EJSW, Sec. NE, S Ni.J4.
c. 22; All of Sec. 23;
Sec Commissioner aale of to Public
the Commissioner of Public Lands of are no improvementa.
at any time after the sale and prior to the
bidder
JL 33 E., containing
provements consist of house and fencing, of
19; T. 30
the
hihet
at
puMie
the Slate of New Mexico, this fifteenth day
24; SENEfc.
VVj'.NK, Wli, SE, Sec. 9 o'clock A. M
value U7S.0O.
Amis expiration of thirty years from the dare
on Tiursday.
acrea. Thera arc oo improvement t.
f .March,
1921.
; E; j,
i
;
E'..NW4, SWNWJ4. Sec 27; T. a,u
Sile No. 1774
Coun
SHNWJl. NEKVWJ4.
of the contract and to provide for the
Roswell,
5
iqi in the townof of New
X.. R 1
All of Sec. 3; X4, Sec.
Sal No. 1714
30 N.t R. 26 E., containing 1X.0O
T.
1752
NWKNEX, NEJNWX,
Mexi
Sala
SVU
No.
EV.
Sec
12;
nivmni nf in unnatd balance at thw fx- N.
A.
State
NjS'i.
FIELD,
6 X., R. 17 E , SWJi ty of Chaves,
T.
10; NUi-4- .
11;
Sec It, T. 1 N.. R. 11 E containing 00.00
101are
no
SWi-ijacrea.
There
Sec 11; NEtf, E.VW.
tne
improvement!.
Commissioner of Public Lands.
piration ot tnirty years irom . i uai
bee. 34; WNk., front of the court houseof therein, vis:
.Sc. 9;
There arc no improvements.
acres.
X RUCLI'U
Ni.;;,
Ki sFli
11. V
mr conirici who ibicihi w
Jj,
land,
State of New Mexico.
described
tracta
S
,
SEUSEH. Sec 35; T. 7 lowing
Sala No. 1H5
Lot 3, KEHSW?!. KWH
K. 29 fc.. comamiu.
ments at the rate of four per cnt pr
1,00.00 acrea.
1921.
March
17
K
18,
Publication
S
First
T.
Sal No. 171J
rWJ4SWJL Sec 29; Ntf,
See. 11, T. ji
n. t -t wii- lint improvements consist of house, bara. LN
Sec annum payable on the anniversary of the
u
SEX,
E'.SW44
No.
Sala
list
1921.
RE7 l- Nw
s
10,163.32 acrea.
?m-tor
tne
KKSK, See. 11, T. 1 N., ft. 14 E , con- Last Publication May 27,
iriertea
comprising
aorra,
acres
value
C
7S
1MJ.W
1,423.U0
.
B
and
F
date of the contract, partial payments to
taming Il.B
containina
t. x t
fencing,
voirs,
There are no imP" and Grant County Railrosd Pond Fund.
of the
taining 501.50 acres.
be credited on the anniveraary
The above described lands will be sold The improvements consist of houses, wells date
the
The improvementa comist of fencing, value
provements.
Sala No. 17S3
of the contract next following
SESW& Sec. 34; T. separately
ia each county in which the and w indmill s, value
4U.0D
$30.00.
30 X., K. 31 E.t
acres.
of tender.
date
containing
No
be
MEXIC6
will
same
bid
situate.
STATE OF NEW
Sale No. 1714
is
WK. Sec. 10; Kyi, Sec.
accepted
T
no improvements.
30;
There
Sec.
are
1SS2
KWKSEK.
Sale No.
rr it si than five rents per acre, which
31, T. I N., IL IS E., containing 639.14 acres.
No bid on the above dscjibed tract
'O sirr.
The above ssle of land will be subject
will be deemed to cover the first year's S S.. R. 22 E., containing
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
There are bo improvamenis.
"f land will he accepted fr lesi than FIVE
windSaje No. KM
to valid existing rights, eaaements, rights
S.Sy, Sec. T.12; 31EHXWtf.
and ni person will be permitted Tae improvements consist of well,
rttital,
the
which
ia
K.
DOLLARS
acre,
Sec.
(5.00)
13;
N.,
uf way and reservations.
per
SLXLW. E'.SEH,
at such aale except ne ..as, not mill, tank, troughs, value $800.00.
OYPSITE LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS
Sal Ne. 1717
EyiSEX, SWJjSEtf. Sec
and in ad'linnn A h.f NW'HSE, SViSEij, Sec. 7; SYYHSWM, to
appraised value thereofbicJHcr
than five days prior to the date set
les
29, X. i N., at. 11
tnuat pny tor c.
5
aucceisful
containing LU.UU acres.
the
thereto
All mineral riahta in the above des
T.
17;
Sec
Sec.
8; V.WM,
23;
WHSWH.
SEXW. thTefor, deposited w ith the Commissioner Sale No. 14SJ
EDDY COUNTY
There are no improvements.
the Imnrnvementa that exist on the iani SW'4, Sec. 16; Ni, EWJi, SE'4. Lot 4. of
tracts of land are reseaved to the
,
Public Lands .cash or certified exchange S., R. 25
containing 80.00 acrea. There cribed
will Sec 14; Sl.XWW.
tracta
of the above deacrihed
t Each
State.
XVVXWi,
the amount of the above minmium cash are no improvementa.
Commissioner of Public be offered for aale
of the
Sec. 3; IV, Office
Sale No. 1711
NEWSEK,
Sec. 20; All of Sec. 16; T. 31 N., R. 28 E., to
separately.
hid.
all
of
2
bidders
11
li.
unsuccessful
E'
Sec 4, T,
N.,
E., containing
Lands,
Deposits
The improve-tiuii- u m
The Commissioner of Public Landa, or
SWHSEtf. Sec. 1; NEH
1 he
Sale No. 1B54
'r.iainiiig 2,634. 6 aerea.
AXMJ0
ot the sue
nl be ri niriKd.
The improvements consist
acres.
The above aale of land will be subN
V
his sgent holding such sale, reserves the
(. n$ist of feucing and re ti vims, es. ful bidutr will be deposit
held by the Com
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
NWH, Sec. II; WHNE14. SEMNE!4,
of fencing, value J175.UU.
5
value (2,2uJ.UX
T.
to reject any and all bida offered
ject to the following terms and condiSec
V;
12:
right
NF.4NWtf.
nisMontr of Pi.blic Lauds and by him SEJ4, Sec.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to tions, vis:
R 2 6
AH of Sec. 13, T. 4 N..
SHNWK, Sec. 7; NHNH. Sec at said aale.
Sale No. 171
Sec. 14; T. 31 applied to the p.iynent oi sued bid, but S., T. 5 E.,
Sale No. 17SI
of
of
an
apthe
Act
NSW'.i.
Congress,
provisions
27
U.
52;.!
im13
E., containing
S..
R.
:i the sucres.iul biikr sliall fail to Cum
18;
The
E., containing 640.00 acres.
the land selected for the San
Excrnt
of sale for
X., K. i E . contauuiig fW.OU acres. 4 here ob te his
Possession under contract
June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
There are no improvements.
of
purchase bv then and there pay acres.
consist
fencing, value proved
provements
Fe and Oant County Railroad Bom. are
State of New Mexico, and the rules and
the above described tracta will be given
laiaro.ciiii ots.
ins? any balance
fJUO.OO.
nj
due under his purchase.
to
must
the
succeasful
.
the
of
1921.
Fund,
pay
State
Laud
the
Office,
before
on
October
T.
or
1st,
regulations
Sale No, 18SS
NEtfNFH, Sec. 11;
the cost ot advertising ana the
of Tuhlic Lands, ir. his
of Public Lands will offer the Commis-iune- r
Sale No. 17S
SEtf, Sec. 10; WSWJ, including met
&
Sale No. 177t
kiit to sulIi tale, then such 6 S., R. 21 E., containing 40 00 acres, mere
ri. Sec. 15, T. 5 N., Commissioner
of Sr.ivsW 'A, Sic. 11;
snrh
j
fur
iki,.u
snle,
seal
atrent
fur
official
the
and
the
SWNWW.
hand
holding
Witness
lease,
exploration,
development,
E4XVU,
my
R. 1 E., containing
IbO.OO
d.
will be forfeited to the State of are no improvements.
acres.
There
inn .
bee. 13; 1. 31 IS., K.
fc..,
of the State Land Office of the State of
production, and removal oi gypsite there- tne price ottrren ny mm ror mi
cuntainuig X posit
w Mexico
as liquidated damages.
are no improvements.
ind sll 4ou.u0 acres, of which L.ti.00 acres
on and therefrom, with the right to own for advertising and appraisetm-nt- ,
were
of
second
New
this
May,
lJl.
Mexico,
day
SEH
Sec.
4;
Sale No. !:
SWHNWtf,
f..r tl.e S.uta Fe and Grant Coun
gyusite so produced, at public auction costs incidental to the sale beren, f ru h
The purchaser or pure (lasers of all or NEW, Sec. 5; T. 7 S., R. 21 E., containSale No. 1721 EKiWJi Sec. 11, T. 5 , all
N. A. FIELD,
a
to the highest bidder, at 9 o'clock A. M., rul all nf saiil amount i must be deposit ty K.iilroad Hund Euul. The improvementa any
R. 14 E., containing
loU.UO
ol the above described landa, ing flO.OQ acrea.
acres. There on
There are no improvepart
the
Commissioner of Public Lands,
at
the
caah
certified
town
in
or
in
ed
21st,
exchange
of
April
corral and feaemg, value
Thursday,
consist
11,
of
more
in
one
the
or
situate
are no improvements.
whetl.er
ments.
New Mexico.
of
State
mi
an.l
id CarUbad, County of Eddy, State ,of time of aale and whih said am tit
will be required to
n:,med
1921.
at the front door of hc all of them are subject to forfeiture to
Lot 4, SEN'Etf, SWK ,:b've within 18counties,
Sale No. 17ST
No. 1721
Sal
Sec. li NWVL New Mexico,
Sec.
with
sctual
12; T 7 First Publication May 6,
1857
months
No.
Sale
NEtfSEH.
drilling
KW,
desif
thf aurcef;i! NW4, Wi.SVV,
the State of New Mexico,
Sec. a w II
The Last Publication July 15, 1V2L
Sec 12, T.
R. 21 E., containing 40.00 acres.
N., K. y
lots 1, 2, . court house therein, the following
r.rf capable of drilling to a depth
bidder does not execute s contract within 22; Lots 1, 2, 3, SESW,
SLVXE4, XbSEK. Sec. f 3;j0 feet and ro drill continuously and S.,
, , 10, 11, 12, 19, 20. SEJ4, WtfNE,, Sec. cribed lands,
consist of house, wyi, winl-mill- ,
thiaty days nfter it has been mailed tot 21; T. 32 N., R. 34 E., contauiing 367.23 diligently until such depth has been reach improvements tank, troughs, value
00
Sec. 6, T.
, 9, 10, 11, 15, 20,
$6,500
7; Lots 4,
puinp,
acres. There are 00 improvements.
Sal No. L 6
All of Sec. 2. T. 21 S , nim by the S ate Lam! Office, said
1 N-- ,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
R. 10 E, containing 1,138.14 acres.
eu ; to pay an annual rental of fifteen
to provide that the purchaser may
T-of
The improvements consist of fencing, value R. 27 t., comprising 914.62 acres.
NEWSF-W- ,
33:
i
. aere,
Sec.
r
and
ti
USA
No.
royalty
pi
Sae
at his option make payments of not less
Sale No. ITS!
Lots 2. I, 4, Sec. 3; Sv; .ill
it
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
tbOO.00.
E-sll
more
as
rnd
produced,
S., R. 21 , containing 40.00 acrea. There
of ninety-fiv- e
than
per cent NV4, Sec 4; T. 31 N.( R. 35 E., SNW, particularly setpasforth
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Sal. Na. IDS
there paying any balance due under his are no improvement a.
EK. Sec. S4 T. M S..
Last PuMtcatioa June 17, 1921.
the above described tracts will be given oa
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
IS W , Sy
Sec.'S; T. 5 S, R. IS W
purchase including, the cost of advertising
Sec. 12; T. 24 or before Octol er 1st, 1V.L
Sale No. 17J4
No hid on the above described tracts of
ar.d the expanses incident thereto, t.r t
04U.UU
acrea.
There arc no im- containing
PC
X
E
The
R.
00
33
acres.
,
, containing
Notice
and in such
is hereby given that
such deposit shall t
pinun' provementa,
of new mexico
Witness the hand snd the official seal IjOI.LARS ( 00) rer sere, which f the to the provision,
forfeited
to the State of New Mexico ai improvements consist of fencing, value
of an Art of Conrrf...
Tare
w
tumce
ill be made $"5.00.
oi tne
mis tweitta asy spprateed value thereof and in addition "proved lun'e ?"th. 1911), the laws of the
Lisa
No bid oa th above described tract
liquidated damages. Lease
of
notice for publication
ot April, l Ml.
in substantial
the successful bidder must pay for State of New Mexico, and rule-- . .m! re. land will be accepted for less than THREE
conformity with form of
threo
N. A. FIELD.
Sale No. I7SI
Tots !. 2, I, 4, SWtfXWTL
oil and gas lease No. 35 on file in tht
oa
i tn proven eat
the
land.
the
exist
that
i
nl
the
ef
(W.uOi
the
j iJULLAKS
,nn
which
l
th
acre,
per
latins
off"e,
cas
And
lease of public lands otiicc ot the oinmissioner oi runnc ioui t WSWM. SEMSWU, SEja. Sec 2; Lots 1.
Commissioner of Public Lands,
oil
Commis. ioner of Public Lands will offer
value thereof and ia additaoa
State of New Mexico.
Each of the above deacrtbe't tract will at public sale to the highest bidder at appraised
copy of which will be furnished on ap i, 4. S,NEX, SE& Sec. J; SXEW. Sec
thereto the auccessful bidder must par
de baca county
4; T. 24 N., R. 33 E SEi, Sec 33; SW5. First Publication April 15, 1V2L
W o'clock
lie offered for sale separately.
A.
pi i ration.
tor
oa
M.,
the
25th.
Monday,
Tuly
improvement, that exist oa tn
reserved to reject any or EVjSTH, Sec 34;
Sec J5; T. Z5 Last Publication June 34, 1V2L
in tne towa ot Msata te.
of taao.
of the Commissioner of Public allThebtda.riglit It
Office
N., R. 33 E . containing 1.6S9.4J acrea. The
The above ssle of land will be siiieet Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, County
c.ach of th above described tfwet. will
in front
Laada,
Witness my hanq and the official sea improvements consist of bouses, well, windand conditioas. of the court bouse therein, the following be offered for sale aeparately.
to the following term
of the State Land Office of the State
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
mill, tank, fencing, value $4,000 00.
described tract
if!
of land, vii:
Saata Fe New Meaico. '
New Mexico
this Eighth day of April,
Tb
abov
aale of land win b nbjacfl
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
192L
Ste No. 1731
SWttSFjf, Sec 5; Lot
The tsecessfu1 bi'l'fer mnst pay to the
Sal No. lfsM
WtVi-t- .
Sec. I; T. 1! to the foUowing
term
Notice It hereby given that pursuant to
aad osadiuoaa.
T, Sec. a; T. 24 N, R. 32 E , containing
N-- ,
or
of
N.
A.
Pohlic
R.
E
hi.
Lards,
I
FIELD,
,
f9.7t
acrea. There
the provisions of an Act of Congress, apcontaining
GAS
AND
OIL
LANDS
76.72 acres.
LEASE
OF
of
PUBLIC
The
consist
of are ao improvementa
each
improvements
sale,
sreot
holding
the
of
laws
Public
the
1910,
of
Commissioner
Lands,
30th,
June
proved
.
fencing, value $71.50.
the price offered by him for the lead,
t
State of New Mexico.
for th Seat,
State of New Mexico, and the rule and
tacept for th laad
AND GUADALUPE
LINCOLN
COUNTIES fee,
Sala Na. IM
for advertising and appraisement aad
Lot J. Sec. 1; T. 1 N.. ft snd Great Couaijr sel:td
the First Publication April ft, 12L
Railroad Bead Faad,
regulations of the State Land Office,
SEMSEte. Sec 17: NEVf
Sala No. 17JT
each
to
R.
the
sale
tncidentsl
sll
E..
offer
I
will
cost,
2617
hrcn,
th
Landa
Public
acre..
aucceuful bidder must pay (a Mas
There
of
Commissioner
containing
of the Cumnissioaer
of Public snd all of aaid amounts snust be deposit- are ao
Last Publication June 24, 192L
WH Office
Sec
NF.H.
Sec
36;
IS;
SFWXWj,
Commissioner ot Public
Is lease, tor the exploration, development.
improvements.
Lands, or ais
SWL Sec 28; T. 25 N R. 31 ., contain Lands,
ed ia cash or certified exchaaire at the
mmi prod tact ton of oil and gas. at public
agent aoldtag such aaie,
ot
Snta Fe, Kew Mexico.
The imrrovementa coning 200.00 acres.
tim
of .ale and which said amounts snd
Sab. No. IMg
5EMVLM. FSEle. Se in
awction to the highest bidder, at 9 o clock.
him
ottered
for the laad.
pne
By
MEXICO
NEW
OF
STATE
sist of fencing, value $178J0.
uMect
Notice is hereby givea that, parsaant sll of them are
to forfeiture
A.
for .dvertis.ng and appraiaeaaeat aad
i. mm Wednesdav. Inne 1st. 1921. in
!ri.
co,l,,,n:n
Act
aa
of
If
of
New
of
the
to
S'ate
the
toe
Mexico,
De
Congress,
in
provisions
ere. There are ao improvement.
ail cot incidcnial to th
the town of Fort Sumner, County of
ala he ma. eack
Sale No. 17M
Lot 1, Sec 3D; T. 75 K.. approved June Ann, ifiu, th laws ot tn
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
a eon- bidder doe. not execw
aad all of aaid amount aiuat b
Baca, State of New Mexico, at the front
- ,
R. 32 E
There Siatc of New Mexico, and the rales and tract within thirty dsvs after it has been
containing 40.38 acres.
All of See. 11. 12: W'ed ia caah or certified exchange aepoait'"
4oor of the Court House therein, the fol
at the
SALE
LAND
PUBLIC
are
no
w.,
Land
Stste
of
the
the
Office,
mailed to him by the State Land Office,
improvements.
Sec. 13; A'l of See. 14: T. 17 time of aale aad which said amount and
regulations
Wwimg 4eacribe4 landa,
Commissi: ner of Public Laads will offer .aid contract to provide that the pur- V. 11
... .
, . a ail of h.n ...
All of Se, J.
COLFAX COUNTY
Sale No. T739
make paymeat.
NWSW, Sec JS; T. for leane at public auetioa atto 9 the
highest chaser may at hi.
T. J N., IL 36 ., Sec
NKHSWM
Sate No. L-the State of New Mexico, if th aac .
WV.SF.K. SV-4,t26 N- - R. 30 E.
o'clock A. of not ire than optica
containing 40.00 acres. and best. qualified tndiitr
of
Ja aH; Sec 04, all; T. I N- - ft- - 23 E.
ST171jOT
2.
VA
.
NV4.
J.
ninety S
cesslui oidder doe
aot execute a m.
.. 1. - I. . .w-- U thM Cm... UnaM five per cent of the purer,.,, price
f
':
Commissi ower of Public There are no improTement s.
of th
. all; T. J N.. st. 31 Office
t sv,
sntfSWW. Sec 17; Lot, , . Sec tract with,,
Sec 3n, WH; Sec
day. after it ha Wfcce!
ia each county warned, for the explora- - j
Landa,
SVYJtNW.
E Sec 12, WHNC54. NHNVT
"d
P"or to the 7.16; Lot. 6, J. 10. 11. See. 21; I.O- -, f. . aaa.led to unathirty
2'T
the
No. tim
Stat,
by
VWHSF'f
Sale
KFHXWM.
oil
NM
and
of
T.
from
the
date
See
development
prodncttoa
tion,
SVVHSEja;
t, .
28: T. 17 V., R. a
WJ4SVVH, SEHSWW,
con- thtny year,
expiratwa
,d contract to
rovi T that
Sec 30; T. 26 N- - R. 21 E containina; 10.00 .ml
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
escribed; of
WL
frsa. the lands hereinafter
the contract af
Sec 2, NWH; Sec la all; T. 2
ta provide for thet.. ng tl
The imprroremem. lehawr may at m.
acres.
There are no improvement a. ,
m.k. plymSt.
the date, and piece of aale being as payment M ny ..paid
v B. 27 E- - Sections 2 and $, all, Sec 4.
.
cd SaeTy'
. , bara.
Notice is hereby given that srarsvant to
follows:
. rorra!... well. of. .aot lea. thaa.
i
mntin. of thietv vein from the date M vnufn,fl
9H, NE, Sec. L SEJ4. StfNE; Sec
Sale No. 1741
NVWM. Sec
m an Act ot lonerens, art
Date
NWXEtf,
Place
oa
deferred
contract
rnterest
with
the
Vw.
pav-value
$5JO00O.
alL Sec 7, Nwj, KWH; Sec 8, S'i, the
Z
E-- ,
R.
10.00
36
24
acres.
N..
.(.
L
5
j
of
W.
the
laws
Sale
WIO,
7,
20th,
enntaming
Jone
J.
Carrizoxo.
Linoln.
proved
July
meat at the rate of four per cent per
thej2UT.
.
.
KEj, W?EHr Sec
NEK; Sec ,
"7 " 1
192L
Mnirs, and rules and re There are ao impm,ciaeata.
Sale Na IMg
oa the anniveraary of the
Im T!
U 31
County, N. Manna
16- - Lot. It
NENW. SEj. ESWs See State of New
Lot W.
WHNH,
.
of the State Land Office, the
Sal L $4, July t, date of payable
h
Santa Rosa, Guaa
-- e TlTi
the
to
JL
paymen-li
contract,
IL NKNE. WH, SFH; S- -c 14. all; IVc rulatione
'T
1:
partial
A
T
25
IT
Sec.
'
T.
No.
Sale
f Public t.aHs will
ffrr
N, lone Coantv, N. M.
K;
b1"c
eenrtmll. i
JI
.V,L
in. be credited oa the inniver.ary of tbe N, R. f
EyfSWtt, NENWH; Sec 17; Cosa mi s slower
no arrea. aeWn-- tl
E
St
R.
.
W
Ml
at
bidder
rrom
hirheat
M
the
at
tna
eemt.iainaj
mblie
Zl
EH.
date
30,
Sec
1'
NHTe- date of the enatraet aeat followia? Ihe
LINCOLN COUNTY.
M! Sec , SEjj
value 'the contract with iatereM oa deferred pay.
o'clock A.
TTmesH.v. July 1'tk. for the Santa Fe an! Grant Cematy
2L
i STS.QOl
USWH, SWjiWVH, WKSWjsj31.;
SWM. data oi tender.
N!4. Sec I;
Sal
Na.
Fwwf. The imrrnrreaseat. eoa-siof Raton. County of ColBeat, at the rat of lour aer seat .e
aft? Sec JO,
Sec
IttMi Sec. 1021, fa tn twt
2
L 2, 1, 4, t,
: AH
of
Sec
5;
Sec
laaaua payable on the aaaivaraarv at- vk.
lot.
im
wala
New
of
fax.
of
the
of
feaciac.
fi(CM.
Mexico,
front
The above sale of land will be
Sale No.
, WySNRX, SEHNEM. WH. SE. AD H. cowrt St.ro
Sec 14;
des6, 7, S"NE'. Sec i; KWJ.
howw therera,
th
following
M P. M., containing U.151.99 acrea.
valid
exiMmg ngnta, eawrmeat.
Sec 15; NWMNvVX,. SS fa
J
Sale
na SFtf-rviSWJSE5, See. VEH.
re srrvateow.
rfo Vd will W aceetrted for hs thaw ert bed tract. jf laaa. wist
EB-trh
J: NWMXEX. KtMVWX. See. 10: T. 25 NWX, SH. Sec. 17; All af Sec. M, W; of way aad
S
vw wewta per ocre, which shall he aWm-aSec
20;
WKSEt.
KEMSLH.
SWX.
data af taader.
140.09
R.
The
See.
JS
acrea.
Sal
KWU
N..
NEUNLU.
II:
E..
No.
IM
wear's
eoataiaia, of
ATI mineral
de,-- 1
fa
tbe
abov
to hschsde and oover the first
rigbtt
of
All
22,
21:
Sec.
Sec
23;
JB
2J
N ,
.
K'X,
ferKriaf. valae SENSES;
, ett- irpprn.f aicat
u sua will NWX. See-anm
li; T.
,
coait
rewwsl Inr aaid land, ami wo
lead
are
No.
eribed
af
Sab
tract
to
the'
ii.au
.td
All
Lot
of Sec 25;
t. Sec. :
Tb aale af had aalet
m
STt.
14,
aerca
54, Sec 24;
iin
far tfaa
Seca.
W BMawrttaU to bid at tweh . sale
aad 7; Lot. t, a, V, 19, u,layt
Sec 26; SHN4. 5)4, Sec t7j Hjt. SWjt Stat.
sflt of faaciaa. Talw fSft X
P. aad Great Cowaty RsUfdM
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g ssTeat lasw thaw fiv eUya prtor t
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expiration of t hi at y years from the date
of the contract with interest on deferred
The aliove aale of land will be auhject
payttienta at the rata of four per cent to valid existing righta, easementa, rights
per annum payable on the anniversary of of way, and rcscrvatiuna.
he date of the contract, partial payments
All mineral
to be credited on the anniversary of the
righta in 'the above des
date of the contract next following
the cribed lands are reserved to the State.
late ot tender.
The Commissioner of Public Lands, or
The sale of land selected for Ihe San- his agent holding such sale, reserves the
ta
and Grant County Railroad Bond right to reject any and all bida offered
und will be suhje-c- t
to the above terms at aaid aale.
and conditions except that the successful
Ivtddcr must pay in cash or certified ex
Possession under contracta of aale fot
of the above deaeribed tracts will be given
change at the time of sate,
the purchase price offered by Inrn for on or before October 1st,
The above sale of land will be subject the
four per cent interest in adto valid existing rights, easements, rights vance land,
for the s balance of such purchaae
Witness my hand and the official aeal
of way and reservations.
to rxt cute a of the State Land Office of the State of
pi ice and will be rc iiuircd
of
New
for
the
the
contract
this twenty-fiftMexico,
payment
providing
day of
All mineral rights in the above desof such purchase price in thirty April, 1V21.
cribed tracts of land are reserved to the balance annual
N. A. FIELD,
insl al Iment s with interest on
equal
State.
all deferred payments at the rate of four
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Mexico.
The Commissioner of Public Lands, or per cent per annum in adcancc, payments First Publication State of29, New
1W1.
April
bis agent liul.ling such sale, reserves the and interest due on October 1st of each Last
1921.
Publicstion
t,
July
year.
right to reject any and all bids offered
at aaia sale.
The above sale of land will be subject
to valid existing rights, easements, rights FOURTH OF JULY WILL
Possession under contracts of sal for of
way, and reservations.
th abov
described tracta will be given
BE MADE OPENING DAY
on or befors October 1st, 1921.
All mineral riirhts in the above desFOR BLACK RANGE ROAD
cribed lands are reserved to the State.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of
of the State Land Office of the Stat
The Commissioner of Public Lands, or
As a means of popularizing the
New Mexico,
this twenty-eightday of Ins
hohhiiK such salt-- , rescrvis the
April, IV. 1.
right to reject any and all bids offered Black Range route the chambers of
N. A. FIELD.
commerce in Silver City, Hillsboro
it said sale.
Commissioner of Public Lands.
and Palomas Hot Springs are planPossession under contracts of sale for
State of New Mexico,
the above described
tracts will be given ning a great Fourth of July celebrafirst Publication May t. 1921.
tion to be held in the Black Range,
in or before October 1st, 1VJ1.
Mil.
b
subject to the above terms and
conditions except that the successful bidder must pay in cash or certified exchange
of the purat the time of sale,
chase price offered by him for the land,
four per cent interest in advance for the
balance of auch purchase price and will
be required to execute a contract providing- for the payment of the balance of
auch purchase price in thirty equal annual installmenta with interest on all deferred payments at the rate of four per
in advance, payments and
itnt per
interest due on October 1st of each year.
will

It

Last PaLhcatiou July li.

to stage an official opening of the
Witness my hand and the official seal
Governor M. C. Mechem
of highway.
the Stae Land Oflice of he Stat
li
t
this
day ol has been invited to participate as the
wenty sist
chief guest, and to lead a procession
N. A. FIELD,
across the new cut-of- f.
It is conCommissioner of Public Lands,
templated that a big outdoor dinner
State of New Mexico,
will be served and
short speeches
rirst Publication April 29, 1921.
will be delivered by road enthusiasts.
Last Publication July g, 1''21.
I
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Office
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of

Lands.

Vew Mexico,
April, IM.

PUBLICATION

FOR

NOTICE

MEXICO

NEW

Public

of

VOCATIONAL
RECEIVE

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

PUBLICATION

FOR

NOTICE

given that pursuant to
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
the provisions ot an Act of Congress, ap
i.mvrii June .11th. IMIO, the laws of the
COUNTY
SIERRA
Mste oi New Mexico, an. rules and rrgu.
l.ili,.riB of the Sn'r I an I tlfn'r, the (
Publii
Comini
of
Office
ssioner of
the
rniniwier of l'uhl.c I nn Is will otter at
Lands,
at 9
utilic kale to the hicliist hul-lrotlo'k A. M , n In Uy, I July --"'til,
San'a Fe, New Mexico.
in the t .wo of lleinniK,
irm'.y of I.uni,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
Mate of Nrw Mixui, in tr.uit of the
limit h like l:,rreii, thr fiiilm ing iss-- the proviso ns of an Act of Congress, ap
v it
nhed t r .11 is ii
June 2"th, 1'il'J, the laws of the
proved
State of New Mexico, and rules and rei;u
c.
.Sals No. I73
14;
SKI, latioiis of the State Land Office, t fie Com
SV',
li)
will offer at
15; 'I. ,u S, K
Lands
., ii.llteillll'f rinssioner of I'liblic
J.'IHJO aires.
Thr in' r v in e li h consist rt the sale to the highe st bidder at
ol fi'Miie, corral, v.ell, w imiiiiill, tank, value o c 'ick I. M . on luesitav. Iillv rejl ri.
l. 5illlxl.
in the town of flillsboro. County of Sierra
State ot New Mexuo, in the front ot t tit
All "f Sec. 2; Lots 7.
Sal
No. 17(4
the following
iiuit house therein,
1.4, 14, IS,
lo.
Vc 5; K.M'.,. Sec t;
tracts of land, vix;
Notice

is

ril

-

f; SW'sNr.'s.

S, c

NKV4.

NW's, Nj.sWl4,

W t.Sl-V,SI i,4SI.i4, .Sec. V; K1 j
Nr.)4.SW',,
a.1,. Sec. M. W'.MV'j. S'j, Sec. 11; All
IS. lo,
ot Sees
Sec. .1);
r.'.NW'i.
SVs .. VV'I '4.
Nt.'.sK',, W''Sec. .'I; V
See.
.
NW'iSr-W.'J; W'jSK'a,
N'S
K1 SWta,
SI '4, See. 2; All of
See
See. J.'; V
.
See 3.1, T. 21 S. H, 7 VV
.s
T lie
a ri s
on' ainiHK
improvet
w.'su Ui.
alue
ments coiikist
friuitig,

.;

5,1.

Sale
4.

6,

5.

No. !7tS
II, 12,
V

SW',.tt',,
W.,

.

I'.., 21

K

T.

NWja.
K.

S..

7

There are

aires.

rontaiiniig
no improvements.
Sale No.
20; T. 21

I7M
S',, See. 21; SK'j. See.
S , R. 7 W
containing 4WI.IK)
There aie no iitiproveinent s.

aires.

No.

Sale
SI

',, rUUtl

- IINWH4SW4.

1777

4; T.

K.

S,

Sec. J;
W., contain-m-

ft

acres.
The improvement B con
sist of fencing, value 5250. Od.
Sale No. 1771
W'.NW'i, SW'i. V'.

.'.I,

25;
Sr,
SW'i. See. 21,;

14.

provement s.

SW'i. Sec. 1,1; lots , 3,
14,
SK'a, Sec. 36; E" N",NWV4, Sec.
W',, Sec. 24;
T. II
;
Sec
I,. i, 3, 4, 5, 6. II. M ',, NKfcNWfc,

1.1,

MX. SHP Sr,,
'
12.
13,

-

Sala No. 177
NVi:'(. SE'j NEtf. SFM
SK's, S'.S'., Sec. 33; 'I. In S. R. 7 W.,
JJM 1st acies.
There are no imeoiiiairnni;

27;
S

S".

,

R.

V., All if Sec. 1; T. 12 S 12K. 7 W.,
Sec. 5; KH. Sec. 6; T.,
S., R.
The
W., containing 2,1'W.J5 acres.
of
consist
fencing, value

7
N

0

$'A0 00.

Sal. No.
V

Lot

14,

-

1771

Sec

4,

V',W'i, 12 Sec.
14;

11; NWJ4
S., R. 4 W

T

There are no im
containing 220.37 acrt s.
Sale No. I7l
ViSK'j, SKSF', Sec provemants.
51;
SW'iSWi,. Src 1(1; T 2.1 S , R 7 W
Sal No. nm
SFM. N'vSEla. SE'iSr'Thera are no im
containing IrjO txi aires.
S
pro rmsnt.
!,, Sec. ,5; T. 14 S, K 7 W., contain40.00
'these are no improveacres.
ing
Sala No. 17M
SI
See. IS; T. ?J S., ments.
R
7
Tilt-rW ., coiumnum InO.Kl aerea.
Sale No. .17S1
are no improvements.
S'.S';, Sec. 3; T. 13 S..
R. 7 W., containing 10U 00 acres.
There
All of Sees 4, 5, F",. .ire no improvements.
Sala No. KM

Sri.

V;
T. 2J S. K. II W
Sal No. 17U
acres, of w hich InO acres
SK'iNW', S'iNEVi, Sec
SWNI-1,4- ,
the
f,,r
Santa Fe and tirant I'; S'
K'aSt'a, Sec. 20;
Sec. 21; T 15 S ,
The
SWHXVs
NW'iSVti,
County Railroad Hond
7
R.
aisi.lsf
of
acres. The
W., containing
house, corrals, wet,
crisis'
consist of lencing, value S50.tx).
windmill,
tenl.s, fencing, value 11,335 UJ,

NJ

;

,

See.

containing l.''.inii
ware

S',t,
J,

aelei te.l

-

All of Sec. 31; T. 15 S.,
IKog
U'S. Sec. 29; T. ."4 S, .Sal N. 1711
There R. 1 W SK'jSW'i, S'sSKjg. Sec. 27; Svi
containing i.VIU aerea.
are
S'i, Src. 2d; S!,S;i, Sec. 25; Ei, KH
improvements.
NW'4,
SWigXW'd. SW'i, Sec. 34; NVVJ
Sala No. 1M1
NEW. Src. 14; T. 24 S, NW. Sec. 35; T. 15 S., R. ft W.. Lots
R.
6 V ., mi, taming
Jt4.,.4
The 1, i, J, 4. 5, 6, ?, , 9, 10,
acres
SK'4,
V'
K
containing
improvements lonsist of well, valut tJ'XI.IXJ. Sec. 1; T. 16 S.. R HxJO.VB
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MEN TO
TRAINING IN
EXTENSION WORK

Arrangements have been made by
the Extension Service of the New
Mexico Agricultural College with the
Board of Vocatioi.al Training
to give some of the men special trainin
Extension
Work by assigning
ing
them to the different counties dur
ing the summer. The Federal Board
is to pay the men their regular al
lowance and the Extension Service
will pay their expenses while in the
field. This arrangement will be of
field workers and it will give the men
service to the Extension Service because of the use it can make of the
men as assistants
to some of the
field workers and t will give the men
valuable training in Extension work.
CASOLINE STILL IS
LATEST VARIETY ADDED
TO PERKINS COLLECTION
Prohibition
headed by
officers,
Capt. R. E. Perkins, who returned
Monday from Tucumcari, have seen
nearly all the 57 or more varieties of
stills used by moonshiners, but they
brought with them this time the one
they say ' takes the cake."
It is a 150 gallon capacity still to
which is attached a gasoline tank and
flame torch. The torch on the end
of a long steel tube is attached to the
tank so that it can be operated without the use of a fire. The still has
been added to the officers' display
now in the federal vault.
The still was found by the officers
on a ranch four miles west of Tu
cumcari. Those arrested at the place
were Mr. and Mrs. Jess Woodall, J'.i r
Gregory and Newman Shepard. All
claimed they had been living at the
place for only five days.
Along with the still the officers
seized 140 gallons of rye mash, 40
gallons of whiskey, 500 pounds of
sugar, 16 cases of raisins, 16 cases
of prunes, 300 pounds of rye and 50
pounds of charcoal.
The alleged violators were taken
before the United States Commissioner at Tucumcari and the three men
were held for the federal grand jury
under $1,000 bonds each. Mrs. Wood-al- l
was released on the assertion that
she helped operate the still against
her will.
Officers also arrested Dennis
him
of Tucumcari
charging
with transporting liquor. According
in
officers
he
a restaurant with
to
was
a bottle in each pocket in his clothes
and offering drinks to his friends in
loud tones when he was arrested. He
was held on bond of $250.
MORA COUNTY HAS
LEADING

PIG CLUB

"The More county Pig Club is an
organization of which New Mexico
should be proud," says W. H Trent-ma- n
of the Junioi1 Extension Department after attending a regular meeting of the club held April 22. The
club is composed of boys and girls
each working under one of three divisions, Poland China, Duroc Jersey,
or Hampshire.
Mcsrs. Robert Sterrett and J. R.
Dillard, local farmers and hog breeders, are responsible for the organization of the work and the funds needed for the purchase of pure bred gilts
are furnished by the bank of Wag
on Mound. Miss Ruth Irwin of Levy
is prestdent of the club which meets
the first Saturday of each month, at
which meetings practical and interesting talks are given on hog raising. The club demonstration is to
last for a period of two yean and an
exhibit will be held each fall.

The Dona Ana county Farm Bureau holds its annual meeting at State
on May 2. Governor Mechem
The abeive sale of lant will be subject College
General Howe, and S. F. Cummings
,0 the following feme i.nd conditions, vu:
of the National Farm Bureau Fed
Except for the land selected for the San eration will be the main speakers. It
and Grant tTounty Railroad Bond
tg F
the successful bidder must pay to is expected that over a thousand peothe Commissioner of Public Lands, or his ple will be present.
Each of the above described
be offered for aale aeparately.

tracts

will

un-l-

ol
agent holding such aale,
ihe price offered by him for the land,
ee aor advertising and aiipraisrment, and
all cost
incidental to the aale herein,
rack and all oi said amounts must be
deposited in cash ar certified exchange at
the time of sala and which aaid amounts
and all of them em eub.ect to forfeiture
to the Siate of New Meauca, if th
not execute a con
bidder doe
tract within thirty day after il ba Veen
tat Lena unice,
mailed to hiss by tn
to provide that th par- said contract
chafer sr. ay at his option make nayments
at ninety
of not less then
aer ceat of the anrcavasa nnce si
fit
eny time after the sale and prior ta the
from tha data
expiration of thirty years
ot use contract aaa t
prnvtoc tor tne
navment of any antvard balance at the
date
expiration of thirty year fromon the
deferred
of the contract with interest
at the rate of tour per cent
payment
per annum payable on the anniversary of
the date of the contract, partial payments
to be credited on the anniversary of the
date of the contract next following the
date of tender.

The sale of land selected for tne San
ta Fe and Grant County Kailsoad Bond
Fnssd wtU be anbsect to the above terms
and conditions except thst the succesatav)
hsdder an use pay in cash or certified ex
h
of
change nt the time of sale,
the purchase preee ottered ry mm sor
tbe land, four per cant interest an advance lor the balance of nock purchase
pnes and will be renoired to execute n
contract proeidhif lor the payment of the
halaaae of nock purchase ernes ta thin
equal annual iastallnaeats with in terra on
all deferred aeymenta at the rata of fowr
per ooat per sea em in advance, aaysaearts
and interest doa on Octooer 1st f sjook

H. P. Powers, county agent at Gallup has recently returned from
Wichita,- Kansas where he went to
represent the farming interests of
county to tee about securing
Federal Farm Loans. The trip was
successful and he was given assurance that the loans would soon be
made.
A close fitting, hard collar without
sweat pads hat been found to work
the best against a horse's shoulders
and when used with 4 little care will
prevent much of the soreness commonly found in the spring.

One ma v not ht ahls frs rhsnss
the climate, but it it possible to plant
varieties tuited to local conditions.
REMOVE EXCESS TAXES
IS PLEA OF DR. FESS
Washington,

May 3. Removal from

the taxation laws of all impediments
to enterprise, to that business may
go forward and prosperity be assured, il urged by Representative Sime

on U.
of Ohm, chairman of the
National
Republican
Congrenional
Committee. Ht says :
"Our supreme need now, at I tee ft,
it to remove the unnecessary handi- -

caps on capital, so that it will seek
in productive
investment
industry
rather than hide in unproductive inThese handicaps, which
vestments.
are distinctly governmental, are (1)
our uneconomic and unscientific taxation system adopted because of the
exigencies of the war, but two anda half years after the war still pers
tunas 01
sts and (2) the lockcd-uthe banks in the form of the govern
certificates, the govments short-Jerernment'-; floating debt of nearly three
liillions of dollars.
'The excess profits tax, justifiable
in time of war, is hardly defensible
today. It violates the fundamental
principle of all sound taxation in that
it admits of varied interpretations and
is the basis cf universal controversy.
The same is true on determining the
income tax. The Treasury authorities
tell us that cases of dispute reach-inas far back as 1917 are still un
settled. Only last week tfie public
was informed that at least
billion of back taxes are promised.
"The Treasury in making its estimates of revenue includes vast amounts of money, close to a billion
dollars, to come from the cases now
in dispute.
It is little short of a
crime to continue a statute of such
that a taxpayer
wide construction
cannot tell today how much back tax
he may be required to pay, dependent upon the findings of a tax official. It has necessitated the employment of expensive accountants
and legal advisers and is now the occasion of loss of the government of
its experts, who are being sought
l,v managers to make out their tax
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Conflicting reports were current as nrrie nl ear.
her husband with a knife. Paz
night from France, where he remain- - after an idleness of several days wart-,lo now Mr. iniirnnrana was wouna
native
of Mexico. Hilisboro Aded after having been discharged from ing for a and bucket and a few other,"
ed. Dr.. WTiitcomb declined to
Weak Eye and Wisdom.
GUADALUPE
Vari- - vocate.
the irmr follnm inv th limmff cf needed articles to clean the
the case. Raton Range.
Fair promlxen are like
the armistice. Sine that tim h hail'ous renorts claim sraa is comma- from
spectacles- - They don't amount t
lohn lanes of Mule Shoe. Tex been in the emohjT of the Red Cross ithe well but this is not Tinfied br Who is "bo?
The water Board of Raton commuch nnlens there la Muiething back
M r. Howard brought home with him those in a position to knew. Tucum- posed of Messrs Whited, Arkell, Nut- who recently purchased the mortgag-- ,
f them.
Who is Wbo ia Santa Fe?
rrencn Dnde, ana thejr will make i can ews.
ting and superintendent Turner hare es interest m the Twin Lake Farm,
all resigned and requested the city
to accept their resignations
at once. The resignations are- - said
to have been brought about because
money received for furnishing water
has been used for other purposes
and the water board left without
funds with which to make repairs
and extensions.
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FAITH THAT WAS
Object Lessen in
of Dominie Joe

fp in the Cii (skill mountains there
lived a mountaineer who believed that
he had been culled to preach the gos-K'- I.
He got a license, hut be could
get uo church to preach in. Indeed,
there v. us no church within many
miles of w here he--, lived.
I' or a while Dominie Joe, lis he was
called, preached In the school house,
hut, us lie was always saying, what
he wanted was "a real proper house
of worship." During week days he
was a
fanner with

By EDISON MARSHALL
.

lMn.

by t.lttle. Brown

aV

Co.

1l

to free herself am her father from the i to all civil law, he collected fully
ill, limes m tne next tew iiiiiiines. imu o
agony ii! fangs. Sin' took careful
o
didn't particularly mutter, and Know-I- d
Mr was
eeiything fur th mill although a pistol Is never ho
nl didn't even turn her faiv. "May-h- e
lo gu c nn hoed to the curate nr lis powerful lis a rille, she
nl speed.
you've forgotten you claimed It
fallen liml.er Hint might line torn the killed one wolf iiml wounded another,
Frenzied ill Ilieir savagery, three or when you first came hack, too," she
well of liis snow shoes to shreds, lie- muse lie shut out nil t )i xiKl't uf it. lie four of the I'oiiuiiiiing wolves leaped said.
So he hud. It had completely slipped
had no feeling of fatigue. The tight at the body of one of the wounded ;
Ills mind, III the excitement of his t'lKht
Willi 'rnnton had lieen u frightful but the others scattered In all direcon niusele and nerve; hut he tions. Still I 'an tired w ith the same un- with the wolf pack. And then while
His believable accuracy, and still the Lennox pretended to he asleep, they
Hi'nrcel.v rcinc inhered il now.
wolves ilied in the snow. The j:irl sat, breathless with happiness, on the
whole purpo-- c was lo relnrn to Snowbird iM't'ore the wolves lost the Inst uf and the man were screaming now In cd'-'- e of III" sled tilnl watched the daw 11
the frenzied Joy of ilellveniiiie. The come out.
their row nf'Jiee.
The .hiked venison tlnit he had wolves scurried frantically among Ihe
They had never seen the snuw BO
limn led had brought him lun'k much trees; and some of tliein unknowingly lovely hi the sunlight.
Tin: i:np.
of his strength, lie was wholly iiinmi-sii.iu- s ran full in the face of their enemy, to
And
of his heavy pin k. Newr did be shot dow n without men y.
lie glide so swiftly, so softly, with few Indeed were those that escaped
ECSTASY IN THE SALESROOM
-- inh
unerring step; mid It was noth- to collect on a distant ridge, and, perhaps, to he haunted iii ilrenm by a Goaded "Prospect" Finally Forced, in
ing inure or le-- s than a perfect expres-iuof the iron clad control that Ids death that came out uf the shadows to
to Rise to the
hhist the pack.
ste.-Occasion Herself.
nTes hud over his muscles.
Again the pack sung would he de-s- i
Then, through ihe silence, he heard
Hi.' -- Ihini ,,f
airing and strange lu the winter
"Hut this in such a sweet little
pa. K as the wolf had
leaped at Siiowhird. He knew what it nights that nge old chant of l'auilne model, honey. Perfect on you. Look
meant. 'I'lie wolves were attacking and Tear and the long war of exist- - llt ,lt, ,milty of ,1,1s duvetyn. dcurle.
then, and a rival llond of black. hating erne with only I lentil and DurkheKS In Now, honey, did you ever see such
hlttei .
poured over him at the the end. And because II Is the voice lines?"
ihnught I,,- had heen too laic It had of the w llileriiess itself, the tenderThere nitty Imve heen heroes of
ill been in vain, mid hcl'ore the thought foot Unit camps In the evergreen for- grand opera who could make love w ith
nt
will
est
his
will
die
lull;
Id fully to home, he heard the dim,
listen, nnd
(lie fluency and intensity of u saleshis Hps, and he will have the begin- girl drawing near to a sale, hut no
far off crack of a pistol.
he
of
Whs that the tirst of the llirce shots, nings
knowledge. And perhaps
expert exists whose nrdnr cun thus
the one -- lie might expend on the will wonder if iod has given liini the llame when the actual moment of devolis, or had the first two already thews and liber to meet the wilderness cision between the higher and the low
lieen spent and was she taking the last hrcnM to liieast as I 'an had met it; er comes, writes Marlntl Storm In the
gateway of escape? Perhaps even now to remain mid to tight ami lo conquer. New Vork Kvenlng Post,
Lennox was lying still on the sled, and And thereby his metal will he tested In
"l.oii, of little girls that buy these
she was standing hefore the ruin of the eyes of the Jtcd tiods.
little suits Just leave off their little
Snowbird stood waiting In the snow, blouses nnd wear them like little one-jilcc- e
her tire, praying that her soul might
have wind's. He shouted with all lie' arms stretched to her forester as Man
dresses. Now, this little style,
came limning through the wood. Hut dearie, was innde for you. Look, honey,
power of his limits across the snow.
I
f
Snowbird only heard the soft his arms were wider jet, nnd she went not n wrinkle in hack. Isn't It love-lllile of ihe wolves In the snow. The softly into I
on her?" appeals to ntiother enrapwind was blowing toward I 'an; and
tured creature "Isn't she just the lit
"We will take It easy from now on," tle girl to wear this little model? Of
while he had heard Ihe loud chorus of
I 'an
Ihe pack, one of the most
railing told theni, al ter the cntiif course, not every one can wear this
cries, and the penetrating crack of a was clcnied of Its dead nnd the tire I'ttle suit, dearie. It takes a figure,
pistol. he couldn't hear his answering was built high. "We have plenty of honey, lust like you've g'.t. I wear the
Mil. nil.
Ill fact, the wilderness seemed
food; and we will travel a little while Kiiine suit myself,
"Dearie, In two weeks you couldn't
liieteiiialurally still. All was l.reath-lo-s- , each day mid make warm camps nt
friendship tires. Just buy this little suit for half the price
heay withI suspense, and shei night. We'll have
on
we
the
as sometimes
used to build
si. mil. Just iis i;in had thought,
ifgnin. Isn't It lovely on her? I said,
rll ihe ruin of lier lire and the sled, ridge."
honey, when ymi cnnie In: 'There's
vnl-hy"I'-u- t
lifter you get down in the
mid she looked with straight eves to
the girl that can wear that Httlo spe
Lennox asked anxiously. "Are cial we got today." Now turn around,
the oncoming wolves.
'Hurry, Snowbird," Lennox was .Mm nnd Snowhlrd coining up here In dear. Vim won't have to do a thing
w diispei ing.
to it.
"(live me the pistol for live';"
Length Just right, honey.
that last work. We have only a moThe silence fell over their camp; nnd Sleeves Just right, honey.
ment more."
il wounded wolf whined In the dark"Sweetness," nho urged, nt passionHe looked very calm and I. rave, hnlf-riilse- ness. "I in you think I could lenvo it ate climax, "don't let a little chance
now?" I inn asked. Hy no gift of words like this go hy I Dearie, If you only
lis he was on the sled, and perlingered Mt his henrd-ehaps a hnlf-smll- e
Hps. And the linn est tiling of all
"Hut, oh, my beloved," returned the
"The
whs I lint tu spare her, ho was willing
goaded customer Imlf fiercely.
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to lake the little weapon from her
liiuid to use It In Its Inst service. She
tried to smile lit him, then crept over
to his side.
The strain was over. They knew
what they hail to face. She put the
pistol In his steady hand.
Ills hand lowered to Ids side lind lie
Miif waiting.
The momenta passed. The
wolves seemed to he waiting, too, for
the last dickering tongue of the little
fire to die nwny. The last of her fuel
was Ignited nnd burning out ; they
were crouched and rendy to spring If
he should venture forth tifter more.
The darkness closed dow n dooicr, nnd
at last only a column of smoke remained.
It un nothing to he iifruhl of. The
groat, gray lender of the pack, H wolf
that welched nearly
pound, begun slowly nnd deliberately to set Ida
It wan the
muscled for the sprint".
same as w hen the great hull elk comes
n tiny ut the hae of the cliffs; usually (tome one wolf, often the great pack
leader, wishing to remind his followers
f his might, or else some
male proud In his strength, will attack
nloiie.
Itecause this was the nohlest
game that the park had over faced,
the leader chose to make the first leap
himself. It was true that these two
dad neither such horns nor razor- edged hoofs as the elk, yet they had
yes that chilled Ids heart when he
tried to look nt them. Hut one was
lying idmost prone, anil the tire was
out. Ilesldes, the mildness of stnrva-tlme
Intensified ten times hy their
realization of the wound at her
Mp. whs upon the puck aa never before. The muscle hunched at hi
lean Hanks.
Hut ns Snowhlrd anil her f.ilher
gazed nt him In fascinated horror, the
great wolf suddenly aniHshed down In
the snow. She wan aware of Its
utter collapse actually before the
noiiiiiI of the rifle allot that occasioned
It had penetrated hoe consciousness.
It ws a perfect ahot at long range;
and for a long Instant her tortured
facu'tle refused to accept the truth.
Then the rifle upoke again, and second wolf a Inrge male that crouched
hi the other aide of the aled fell kicking 'n the snow. The pack had leaped
forward at the first death; hut they
ImUed at the second. And then
came to them when the third wolf
suddenly opened Its savage lipa and
reamed in the dearfi agony.
Cp to this time, except for the
the rifle, the attack had been
11 ade In utter alienee.
The reason waa
Jfist that both breath and nervous
force are needed to ahout; and Dan
Tailing could afford to waete neither
of these vital force. He had dropped
M hla knee, and waa Bring again and
again, hla gray eyea looking clear and
straight along the barrel, hit Angers
rk or tremor preening again
without
and again at the trigger, bla bands
holding the rifle as In a rise. Every
iierre and muscle were completely In
Ms command. The distance waa far.
be ahot with deadly, amazing accuracy. Tbe wolves were within a few
feet of the girt, and a fraction's wirer
In tbe gun barrel might hare sped his
liallet toward her.
"Tt'a Dan railing." Lennox shouted
as the fourth wolf died.
Then Snowbird snatched ber pistol
from ber father's hand and opened Are.
Tbe wv sheila were bo longer needed
i.
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St. Mark's Church, New York.
The site of St. Mark's church Is the
oldest church site In New Vork nnd
litis been consecrated to religious serv-- i
Peter Stuyvesunt,
Ice for 201) years.
the Dutch governor of New Nether-hinds, erected the first llttlo private
chapel In 1000. He nnd Wswlfe, Judith, were hurled underneath the chnp-eIn her will she left the church to
the Dutch Iteformed Church of New
Vork, providing that the tomb be preserved. The building was allowed to
fall Into decay until 17!Kt. w hen Petrus
proposed
Stuyvesunt, n
to the vestry of Trinity church 'hat
nn Kplscopal church he erected on the
site, the cornerstone of which was laid
In 170.1 iiml the church completed May
The steeple wns added In
0, 17119.
1S20 and the porch a few years later.
Since 1S.'i9 no material changes In the
present appearance of the church nnve
been made, nnd the church preper Is
Identically the same as It was one
hundred years ago. Peter Stuyvesnnt
and his wife are hurled In the vault
beneath th porch of the church.
1

l.

j

"We Will Take It Easy From Now On."
could he have explained why; yet he
knew that by token of his conquest.
Ids spirit was wedded to the dark forest forever. "Hut heaven knows what
I'll do for a living."
Snowhlrd crept near him, and her
eyes shone In the bright fire light.
"I've solved thill." she auld. "You
know you studied forestry and I told
the supervisor at the si a Hon how much
you knew about It. I wasn't going to
d
tell you until until certain things
and now they have hapis-neil- .
I can't wait another Instant.
He an Id
that with a little more study you could
take an
get Into the forest aervh-examination and become a ranger.
You're
natural forester If one ever
lived, and yon'd love the work."
"Besides," Lennox added, "It would
clip my Snowblrd'a wings to make her
live on the plains. My big house will
be rebuilt, children. There will be
fires In the fire place on the fall
nights. There Is no use of thinking
of the plains."
"And there's going to be a smaller
house Just
cottage at first right
beside It," Dan replied. lie could go
back to his forests, after alL Be
wouldn't have to throw away his birthright, fought for so hard; and It
seemed to him no other occupation
could offer so much as that of tbe forest rangers those silent, cool nerved
guardians of the forest and keepers of
Its keys.
For
long time Snowbird and he
stood together at tbe edge of the firelight, tbelr bodies warm from the
glow, tbelr hearts brimming with words
they Could not utter. Words always
come bard to tbe mountain people.
They are folk of action, and Dan, rather than to words, trusted to the yearning of his anna.
"We're made for each other. Snowbird, darling," be told her breathlessly
at last "And at last I can claim what
ITe bees waiting for all these months."
He claimed It; and lo open defiance
hai-ene-

the Determination
That He Would

"Make Good."

The Voice of nine Pack
Copyrls-ht-

PRACTICAL

meager resources; und whenever he
spoke of a church to his
neighbors they would shake their
heads us If they thought him a little
g

queer.

lint the dominie did not give up Ills
plan. Indeed, as time went ou he
thought of little else. He even selected a site for the church a pretty knoll ut the edge of his furiu.
(ne evening when he ciinii! In from
milking his face was shining. "Mariu,"
he suid to his wife, solemnly, "the
trouble with uie is that I haven't
i.ul the real kind of faitn. After
milking this evening I kneeled down
in the corner of the cow yard wh.re
I could see the little knoll, nnd with
my eyes open I prayed ami prayed
until I saw the church just us plain
us I see your fuce. It was white
with green shutters and hud a tall
steeple; and on top of the steeple,
Mu"ia, was a bright (sliir."
Dominie Joe's wife was worried;
she feared that Ids head "had gone
quite wrong."
lu the middle of the night the dominie awoke ami exclaimed "Mariu!
(lid Josinh StlirgiH' tnlinery! Some
one told me that Joslah had sold the
old tannery site to a city tnati for
u summer place.
I'll bet that city
luan'll pay to have Ihe tannery pulled
down and cnited nwny! And there's
the stuff for inir church!"
No one could
withstand Dominie
Joe's enthusiasm; that winter the
fanners got together and carted the
timber and the hoards of tin- old tannery to the place where today stands
ns pretty und neat u country church,
as you cun see anywhere. Dominie
Joe himself was a fair carpenter.
Country unisons and carpenters gave
their work. During the iiflernoon of
the church "raisin'" word went round
that the city man hud offered to pay
for a steeple und buy a hell.
A visiting fisherman who frequently
pusses Dominie Joe's church says Unit
he never sees the big gilt star on the
steeple without thinking of the mountaineer kneeling In his cow yard und
gazing at the vision of his faith.
Youth's Companion.
.

-

Quaint Wedding Coaches.
An American bridegroom who recently made his journey to the altar
In u titcuhi plow bus had many rivals
In mntriniouiu! wedding carriages, observes London Answers.
It is not long since a bridal couple
and their guests imiih' a dramatic appearance lu a Kentish village in a
traction engine, and n procession of
trucks gayly decorated with Hags,
Mowers
and evergreens.
A wedding party drove up to St.
Mark's church, Itlrinliighnia, one faster Sunday, lu mourning couches, the
horses being incongruously adorned
with white roseltes. A prettily decorated triuiK'iir was the chosen vehicle of u Wolverhampton bridal party, the driver und conductor wearing
white gloves und smart buttonholes,
und the journey to the church being
by the explosion of u number of fog signals.
Hut perhaps the most novel Journey
of nl! was tluit of n young Austrlnn
couple whose wedding procession slid
down a sleep hill from the bride's
home to Payrhack church on seven
with
decorated
toboggans
pine
branches and Mowers.

"Kosher" Meat
According to Jewish law, the word
"kosher" means "ceremoniously clean."
All nnlmnls or fowls to be "koshered"
are killed by a ruhhl or his deputy, the
chief difference between Jewish and
(entile slaughtering methods being
thut the Hebrew cuts the throat without first stunning the animal by a blow
on the head, ns Is usually done in other
than kosher killing. This seems to he
hnsed on the theory that the conscious
r.uimal bleeds more thoroughly than
one that has heen stunned, nnd, according to Jew ish belief, no blood must
remain In the meat when it Is con
sumed.
Partly In an effort to make
this absence of blood doubly sure, the
Jewish housewife usually salts her
meat heavily and allows it to stand in
the salt nt least an hour. The salt la
then washed off and the meat prepared
for eating.

Barnstable's Old Bell.
In the courthouse at Hurnstahle,
Mass., is nn old hell, cracked and
silent, which may he, and probably Is,
the oldest hell In the United States.
So thinks Mr. Alfred Crocker, clerk of
courts of Hamstahle county. The date
107. Is still plainly visible In the photograph recently printed In the I!os-ti- n
Kvenlng Transcript.
Hy this date, however, the old bell
bad seen nearly a quarter of a century of life In England before It came
to America ami began calling worshipers together In the church at
Sandwich town. Gratitude bouglit the
bell In Knglnnd, for It cstne as a gift
Limits of Submarine.
from Mrs. Peter Adolph, whose husIn a contribution to the
band, Captuln Adolph, was lost in the
wreck of bis vessel on the Massachucontroversy. Admiral
setts coast In 1097 despite the efforts Sir H. Hacon, quoted in the .Scientific
of the people of Sandwich.
American, states that liecause of the
conditions attending
constructional
submarine design, a craft which naviMean Advantage.
Chairman (of public banquet) Gen- gates below water loses a large per
tlemen, before I Introduce the next cent of her surface fighting efficiency.
Ton for ton, the fighting and scoutspeaker, there will be a short recess,
giving you all a chance to go out and ing efficiency of a submersible craft
of whatever size Is only about 15 per
stretch your legs.
Ouest Who Is the next speaker?
cent of that of the surface vessel.
Chairman Before telling yon who Sir George Owens Thurston, naval
he la t would rather wait until yon director of Vickers, Limited, gives figcome back. Life.
ures to show that a submarine of 5,4,'si
tons, having a surface speed of 30
Drawing an Audience.
knots, could mount an armament of
Letterklnk
Professor
I'm delighted only one
and one
gun.
to see so large a gathering In the
never
house. I
spoke to an audience
Just Rubber and Risk Smash-up- .
of more than 40 before. Your townsInstructor Now, in learning to
men are Interested In science T
drive this car never let anything on
The Local Editor Not much. But the sidewalk distract your attention,
In
my compositor
setting up the ad of sir, from the street directly In front
your lecture on the "Cosmic Forces," of you.
out
of "Cosmic."
left the "s"
Man Customer For the love o'
Mike, what are yon going to do when
Her Suspicion.
a modern Jane passes along In an
Mr. Gotham I see a Brooklyn womk
waist,
stockings
an has applied to the courts for help
from being loved to death by "ter hus- and skirt' knee high? Jacksonville
band, who, sba says, kisses ber S00
times a day.
Mrs. Gotham Cant understand how
Genius and the Proprieties.
man can do so many wrong things
"Dancing Is the poetry of motion."
that be has to apologize aa mach as "Certainly." replied the man of strict
that.
Ideas; "there has been some poetry
needed expurgation."
There are times when the absence of that
crankiness shows the absence of sen
suhmarlne-versus-bnttleshl- p
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ted States of America
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1
He is the
these days.
cl,nedkJPi
head of Uie biggest busl- Ci&OP?r
T
ness concern ou eui m.
And probably bis secretary, George
BChristian, Jr, Is the next busiest.
Moreover, Mr. Christian is as
as ho is busy. Iteully, you
kuow, there are few more Important
jobs In Washington than that of the
secretary to the President. Some people go so fur os to say that the President's secretary Is lu reullty a more
Important olllcial than any member of
lliu cabinet. They argue that if the executive departments were left without
heads they would run ulong Just
ahout the sume, whereas without a secretary a President could not get ulong
at all. Tills Is Uie kind o'f picturesque
exaggeration tliut we American's like
because It is mighty near Jhe truth.
the discriminating
reader
Anyway,
cipal of preparatory schools for four
will hove noted thut the press of the
years. He then entered public life as
country gave Mr. Christian's appointtho secretary of several public officials.
ment quite as much space us It did
When he was fourth assistant
Home of the cabinet appointments.
general he was called to do
Mr. Christian
bus been with Mr.
some shorthand work for President
Harding quite u long time long
Cleveland, who held on to him and
made him executive clerk. President
enough to have gotten well acquainted
with his chief und to have proved his
AIcKinley made him assistant secreown abilities.
As secretary to Senatary oud then appointed him secretary.
tor Harding, he bud a chance to learn
President Roosevelt made him bis privwon
And lie
his of the main building, with which it ate secretary.
Washington.
spurs during tho trying days of the is connected by a terrace. Mr. Wilson,
Cortelyou made a most efficient secCUIIIpltigll.
soon after he came to the White House, retary. A man of suave und gruceful
The President's secretary Is the doubled the size of the business an- manner and gifted with exceptional
mouthpiece of the President. When nex, extending It over part of the tact, he was a born diplomat. It ia
he speaks It Is ex cathedra. If a com- ground which Mr. Iioosevelt laid out said of him that he never refused
Someone once
munication Is to be made to the pub- as a tennis court. It was thus made anybody anything.
"
lic on any subject not so Important as fur more coouiniodlous ; and the Pres- culled him "the great American
to require a formal proclamation, It ident's office, on the south side, is a
Even If the person calling ou
Ii tat w as a total
Is the secretary who utters It,
stranger, be would
usually large and sunny room, with a big bay
window Unit looks toward Uie Wash- listen politely, write "special" on the
through the medium of tho nowspu-perington nioniiineiit. Ills seclusion dur- persou's card and Indicate Jliut the
atEvery letter that reaches the White ing work hours is as complete us mutter should receive itiiuiediute
tention.
House, Is read nnd a rule requires could he desired.
that to everyone a courteous reply
Anyway, Iioosevelt liked him well
Made a $5,000 Job.
shall he made. A dozen clerks attend
enough to make hliu a member of the
The secretary to the President was cabinet, where be Oiled three place
to this business. They even read and
answer the letters addressed to the no more tbtin a head clerk in the ex- in quick succession; Secretary of comPresident's wife; for multitudes of ecutive office up to Cleveland's tlrst merce and labor, postmaster general
I'.ut Cleveland brought and secretary of the treasury.
Later,
strangers write to her also. Private administration.
to ns secretary a remarkable the erstwhile shorthand reporter acletters, "recognized ns such hy a sort with
young man named Daniel S. Luumnt, cepted a Job at $75,000 a year as head
of Instinct," alone pnss unopened.
of a big company, und today he is au
Ills future? Thut remains tu be told. wliu hud served hi in In a like capacity
In Albany.
Lament was a man of Important man in the world of finance.
Many of the presidential secretaries
natural ability and gifted with
William Loch, Jr., begun his public
graduated from the White House office great
extraordinary tact.
career as private secretury to Goverto fume und riches.
the
The man who happened to bold
nor Iioosevelt in 18!H). He followed
Simply "Whits House."
yost of private secretary to a Presiden- the Iioosevelt fortunes and was his
official
The
residence of the na- t-elect
Is altogether likely to he private secretnry in Washington
tion's chief Is culled in the laws" the nppointe-Iioosevelt made him collector of
secretary after Ids chief hn
President's house, and with this name reached the White House. He pre- the port of New York. Now be is with
much of the old silver and china be- sumably enjoys the confidence of tho u big smelting and refining corporation.
is new President, understands his ways He lives at Oyster Buy.
longing to the establishment
marked. When Mr. Iioosevelt arrived and policies, is accustomed to the
Taft'a Three Secretaries.
on the scene he found Inrge stacks handling of his work, and Is personPresident Taft hud three secretarr
r
of
and
staiiiied ally acquainted with his friends. A
with the words "Executive .Mansion" helper with this equipment, whose effi ies. The first to serve in that rapacity was Fred Carpenter, who was suca title adopted by Mr. Cleveland, ciency is proved, cannot euslly be receeded by Charles D. Norton. The
who delighted In big words. "Throw placed.
Charles D. Utiles, served as
out that Junk I" said he to bis secreMr. Cleveland wasa man who was third,
Tuft's political iiiannger during his unhis
all
of
the
and,
ruffle
direction,
tary;
by
people's feelings.
likely to
II
successful cutnpnlgn fur
was suave and
stationery was thereafter headed sim
was au assistant secretury of the
"White
House."
ply
he made things smooth. So
before he became Tuft's
I'p to Mr. Roosevelt's time the busi popular did ho become with the folk treasury He was chairman of the Reness ollices of the White House were n Capitol Hill thut Uiey decided to
.
publican national committee,
in tho mansion
iroper, directly over give him a lift. He hud been mere- He Is lu business In New York.
Ihe East room, so thut visitors came ly "private secretary." with a modest
Joseph Putrick Tumulty, President
In nt the front door nnd climbed a flight
salary of two thousand a year. They Wilson's secretury, is a college man
of stairs to reuch them.
Across the crented by legislation the office of sec- und a
lawyer. He was a memlier of
main corridor on the second floor
retary to the President, with pay at the New Jersey legislature, 1D07-1placed n screen to shut off the offices the rute of five thousand dollars. The nnd then became
secretary to Goverfrom the private quarters of the Pres job for the first time was made one
nor Wilson. President Wilson appointident's family.
of dignity and decent emolument. ed
in, Just before the change lu adThe arrangement was certuinly de-- Clevelund went congress one better ministrations,
a member of the Interwar.
Lament
Sofas
and
made
of
the
of
secretary
walls
along
ploruhle.
national Joint commission between the
the corridor. Into which the Presiwhen
Laniont
relinIncidentally,
United Slates and Canada. Mr. Tu- -'
dent's own office opened' directly, pro- quished bis place at the end of the
declined the uppolntment. He
vided seats for persons anxious to first Clevelund administration. It was multy
Is now practicing law.
see him or his secretnry. The secre- with such a reputation that "big busiAa Interesting prediction is that
tary's room adjoined that of the Pres- ness" welcomed him with
hu sooner or later we shall have a preson
and
the
ident,
opposite side of the arms, and within a few years he was ident who will appoint a woman as
corridor were rooms for clerks and rated a multimillionaire.
It is argued
bis private secretary.
room.
the telegraph
Edwin
secretary of tbe navy, that it is exactly the Job for a womMr. KooseveU tore the mansion lit- married
Marlon Bartlett Thurbcr, an, Isxause it Involves tbe handling
e
erally to pieces," spending for the
daughter of President Cleveland's sec- of an Immense numlier of details.
$555,0, or nearly twice as much retary. She was a member of the Women are the great systematlzers
money as It originally cost. Aa one "White House" kindergarten of Cleve- of detail; In this respect men cannot
result, the former office quarters in land's day.
compare with them. For this reason
the White House are now five bedGeorge Bruce Cortelyon, after his It Is that nowadays the heads of huge
'
rooms, and all executive business is college course, began life as a short-buncorporations and oilier big business
annex
transacted In a small
resirter In New York In 183& concerns commonly have women
a couple of hundred feet to the west After two years of this be was prin
a
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Fly's
The

Wonderful Tongue,
tongue of the fly Is

a tongue, but a tube with
an expanded end, which the scientists
term a "ligulu." Through this llgula
not truly

The
the fly obtains Ita nourishment
fly does not need to get down to Its
food, but draws It upward by means
of this trunk or proboscis. .Nature
recognized the fact that tho Insect
bad many enemies and that It must
therefore take up In the shortest

possible time the food It might discover. For that purpose the tongue
is fitted at Its free end with a curious
mollification of the ordinary
tracheal structure, which has puzzled
some of those: who have studied Its
uses. Much discussion has arisen In
regard to the reason for this peculiar
formation of the fly's tongue, but It
appears to be generally conceded by
entomologists that nature has provided
these singular ramifications of tbe Instrument to assist In quickly taking
op the drop of sweet or other liquid
pad-lik-

e

Differing Ideaa About Robins.
Old Korean Legend.
people In Germany believe
robin nests under your
that If
The Koreans explain tbe reason
eaves, your house will be protected
against fire; while others consider It why sparrows bop on both feet Instead
a bad omen, foretelling a conflagra- of putting one before tbe other, and
the reason why flies run tbelr feet totion. '
gether when tbey alight. In tbe followNot Too Exacting.
ing way: The sparrow and flies had
We are not punctilious about the a quarrel and decided to ask tbe govscenery In the movies. Just so Caesar ernor of tbe Korean provinces to arbiIs not shown leaning against a tele- trate the matter. He found them both
wrong and gave orders to have then
graph pole. St. Louis
both whipped, and It made the spar-Some

material.
These narrow strips of
homy substance that form the proboscis are curved, and are united ta
one another by a membrane that forms
a tube split along tbe border of the
tongue where It comes In contact with
the food.
Another Reason for Smiling.

"It requires," says a scientist, "sixty Ave mnsck-- of the face to make a
frown and only thirty-thre- e
to make
s

a smile." Conservs
Boston Transcript.

your energy.

Jump op and down with pain.
and tbe flies put their bands together
and prayed to be forgiven. Tbe governor forgave them both, but as a
sign be decreed that sparrows should
always hop and that flies should rub
tlieir
feet
when
together
tbey
alighted.
Valuable Invention.
A Russian Inventor claims to have
perfected a motor that can safely
Ulize electricity drawn from storm
clouds.
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NOTHING SEEMS OVERLOOKED

.

TEXT Ye are the body of
members In particular. i Cor.

REFERENCE MATERIAL- -I
sa-s- i;

Kings 6:

4:16-2-

JUNIOR TOPIC-Help- Ing
One Another.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC
-r- eam
Work.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPIC
to-op- e
ration or Competition.

This Scripture pictures Hie church.
the body of Christ, under the figure
or the human body. The topic "Work
lug With Others" can only have application to Christians working with
each other; for it is as members of
the body of Christ that this relationship and obligation are set forth. The
church Is an organism, not merely an
organization. As such it is:
I. One Body

AND
REPRESENTASENATORS
TIVES BUSY FILLING THE
HOPPER OF CONGRES8.

15

WITH OTHERS.

LESSON TEXT- -I Cor.

i'VLDEN
inrist, and

MAY

(vv.

As a body it has ninny members.
each with a definite ministry or func
tion. Muny members are essential to
a body or organism. So It Is with the
church. Each member has Its own
gift and office. The proof of this one
ness is that by the sovereign act of the
Holy Spirit all believers are constituted one body (v. 13). A multiplicity
of organisms does not make n body
but a multiplicity of members with
their separate functions. There Is no
room for Jealousy or discontentment
among them (vv. 15, 10). It would be
as reasonable for the foot to compluin
of its lot and refuse to function as a
foot, as for one member of a church
to envy the place of another. A deacon
who is such by the appointment of
God should not complain that he is
not a minister. The church needs Its
that is, those who are
swift to run on its errands; it needs
Its
who are quick to
perceive opportunities for Rervlce; it
needs its
who are quick
to hear the call to duty; it needs Its
who can speak forth
the message of truth ; it needs its
to perforin its many
deeds of kindness. Each member of
the church has Its place by the sovereign will of God (v. 18). If .his
were realized there would be the most
efficient
among the members of the church. The pastor would
faithfully do the work of a pastor;
the minister, the work of n minister,
the teacher, the work of a teacher,
etc.
II. The Mutual Dependence of the
Members of the Body (v. 21).
for the life
They must
and service of the body. As the foot
cannot dispense with the head, the
eye with the hand, etc., so In the
church, even the most highly gifted
are dependent upon those of the lower
order.
and pride Bre as
much out of place on the part of the
highest In ability as of the lowest. In
fact, sober realization of this will do
away with selfish pride.
III. The Least Attractive Members
Are the Most Necessary (vv. 22, 2U).
In the human body the heart Is of
more vital importunce
than the
tongue. So In the church prayer Is of
much more Importance than the gift
of eloquence. Many examples could
lie given of those who wrestled with
God In the closet, doing more for the
cause of Christ than those who shone
forth most conspicuously In the public
The lungs are never seen or
eye.
beard, jet without thorn the tongue
could not utter a sound.
IV. The Different Members Have
Been Adjusted by God (vv. 24, 2.1).
So perfectly hns this been done that
if each performs its own function
there will be harmony In the body. All
schism in the church is due to failure
of one member to perform Its duty because of envy of the position of another. Hy considering Christ the head
and obeying Him all strife ami division In the church will be eliminated.
V. Members Are Sympathetically
Related (vv.
One inemlier should have the same
care for the other as for Itself. The
eye has the same concern for the foot
ns It has for itself; so the most eloquent has the same solicitude for the
humblest member as for Itseir. This
is true because the suffering of the
one Is the suffering of the other; the
honor of the one is the honor of the
other; the sorrow of the one Is the
sorrow of the other; the property of
the one Is the property of the other;
the shame and disgrace of the one Is
the shame and disgrace of the other.
com'
This Is true because there is
mon life which Is derived from and
directed by Its bead, Jesus Christ
(Eph. 5:23).
tongue-memher-

s

President Harding Shows No Sym.
pathy for General Amnesty Movement Coinage of Roosevelt Two-CePiece Meets Opposition.
By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Washington. L'p to the present
writing senators and represent ut Ives
have put into the congressiouul hopper
3,500 bills, aud they still are going
strong.
The first house measure to sturt on
the road to consideration was the bill
of Chalrmun Fordney of the ways aud
means committee, providing for a bonus for service men, with the ulteriiH-tive- s
of land settlements, insurance,
education unci home building. This
measure left out the proposition for
taxation which upicured in the bill ut
the lust session. Another measure,
however, wus introduced by Ilepresen-tatlv- e
Gallivan of Massachusetts.
Democrat, which was a duplicate of
the bill as It was passed by the house
In the lust congress.
Every sort of human endeavor
seems to be covered by the bills which
have been presented. There are meits-ure- s
affecting the railroads, immigration, luxation, budget, banking and
currency, coinage, the buying of Low-e- r
California from Mexico, prohibition
of
(.
gambling in gruiu and
ton, exemption of American vessels
from Puiinnia canal tolls, the withdrawal of American troops from the
occupied area In Germany, to prohibit
foreign language newspapers from
printing anything In a foreign tongue
unless the English translation accompanies it, and literally something more
than three thousand and one other
things.
Senator France of Maryland is the
father of a measure which looks to
amnesty for muny men now In prison
laws.
for violations of the
The other day a hunch of umuestyltes,
whose endeavor it was to secure the
aud
pardon of all the
the dodgers of military service who
are imprisoned under the provisions of
the luw during the war, culled ou the
President with a request that he open
the cell doors.
Harding Against General Amnesty.
The I'resldeut apparently wits not
altogether amiably Inclined toward the
request. He declined to commit himself to any course which would look
toward a general Jail delivery, but
said that the case of each prlsouer
would be taken up hy the Departmeut
of Justice separately and decided on
Its merits. If this Is done it means, of
course, that some of the meu now In
activities
prison for
while their free brethren were fighting
the Germans, will be compelled to re
main In durance for some time to
war-tim-

e

n

come.

One bill which has been Introduced
Into congress provides for the coinage
coin with Theodore lloose-velt'- s
of a
face upon 1L There has been
what amounts almost to a propaganda
In behalf of such a coin, but recently
opposition has come to it from certtfln
It seems thut since the
quurters.
street car fares have advanced front
the old nickel rate to six, seven or
eight cents on some city and interurban
lines, coin boxes have U'cii introduced
which are so constructed that a 2- ceut piece of the size prescribed will
not slip into them. It is urged that
these coin boxes cost much money
which will be lost if the receptacles
must be thrown onto the scrap heap.
Railroad Problem Troublous.
The rullroud problem is one w lib h
Is vexing congress as it is vexing the
country. Senator Cummins litis introduced a measure which culls for an
investigation of the whole railroad situation in the United .suites, and It
nay be adopted. The President paid
considerable attention to the rullroud
matter In bis message to congress.
There are all kinds of charges and
counter charges affecting the problem
as it exists, a tie muor enu or the
controversy says the roads are not
economically managed, and that if
they were there would be no necessity
of cutting down wanes. The railroad
managers say economy Is the rule and
that wages must come down. In the
meantime nign ireigm rates ana nigu
passenger rates ee in effect, and the
shipping and traveling public, as their
Views are voiceu in congress, are ae- manding that something be done.
If there Is an Investigation under
me provisions vi mm vuuniiins reo-- :
lutlon, the facts may be discovered
legislation or executive orders, if
the latter are possible, may result
which will straighten out the situation.
Expedient Useless.
Edwards Heads Promotion List.
In ordinary daily life wj use exhalf-loNothing has happened, not even
pediency and compromise. The
seinldenlal
which
the diplomatic
poMcy rales. But there are deeps
which came recently, to change the
In our nature, and great unwritten
laws. We are not always conscious opinion that General Pershing Is
of them ourselves. But now and again to be given the Job of looking after
reserve forces of the United
great decisions are forced upon us. the
the surface rubbish of life is swept States army, a work of building up
a big job
wsy and then we discover the laws and coalescing. It will be
that recognize no expediency, that bid and one which even a ranking officer
as dismiss satan with contempt even of the United States army can underthough he offer ns the kingdoms of the take without loss of prestige or
world for nerving him. Temptation dignity.
There have just been sent to the
ceases when men reach this point.
Here nothing matters but truth and
righteousness. All tyrannies are helpLOVE AND MACHINERY.
less here. J. Morgan Gibbon.
The man wbo doe not love his
Our True Attitude.
farm machinery never ought to have
Our true attitude is that of men any. He ought to be compelled to
who think of an Immortality which is do bis plowing with a crooked stick
already ours. Today Is part of our and brush his grain with the top of
This life, which often
Inheritance.
tree, because be will let his tools
seems so t rival and discouraging. Is rot and rust out In the fence corner
a part of tlie eternal life with God. and laugh at you when you tell bin
We are to And Its rallies by associatthere is a better way. Lore takes care
ing It with the durable- and eternal of the plows and binders and the
things. Zlon's Herald,
threshing machines. Nothing else win.
Farm Life
af
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It was a foregone conclusion that
Brig. Gen. Clurence It. Edwards
would be nominated as a major general. Edwards' case has been discussed too frequently to need much
additional comment. As soon as the
senate can act he will be confirmed.
It is irony, and perhaps cruelty, that
the promotion of Edwards will displace one of tils classmates and lifelong friends. Dinar ltundy, who was
named by Wilson for a place among
the major generals..
General ltundy, like Edwards, has
been u center of comment, dlscussioii
and dispute. He commanded a division in Prance und Jater was relieved
from his command. He had a wonderful fighting record before the last
war begun and it was he who told the
French' generals who wauled lilin to
order some of his men to full back,
that Americans did not know how to
full buck,
ltundy wus praised and
criticized alternately for this ai l Ion.
He is an Indiana man.
May Be Governor of Porto Rico.
What Is going to be done with Ed
wards now that he bus been made a
major general of regulars? Some
army men seem to think that he will
He lias hud 40
retire voluntarily.
years of service und can rellre at uny
time thut he wishes. Others say nut
he will stick until the day that the
law forces him to go out on the sixty
fourth unnlversiiry of bis birth. There
Is rumor that President
Harding
wai'ts to make Edwards governor of
Pono Itlco. If this be true It may be
thut he will accept, for some of bis
friends say thut he would like the
Job.
MuJ. Gen. Imvhl C. Shanks Is the
only man promoted to the rank of
major general who did not see service
overseas, hut Shanks did a really tre
memlous work as chief of the port of

embarkation at Ilohoken. He tried
hard enough to get overseas, but the
authorities would not Jet hliu go
be was showing a perfect
genius for the work which he hud In
hand.
Burring Edwards, the only new
name on the list of promotions to the
rank of major general Is thut of
George Bell, Jr. He commanded a
division overseas and he did good
work.
Moreover he has been in the
active military service of his country
ever since March, 1S70, when be entered West Point as a cadet.
Weeks Creates a Precedent.
Weeks'
announcement
Secretary
thut during the coming year when two
retirements In the grade of major
general occur, Brig. Gens. Charles J.
Pulley and Samuel (!. Sturgls will he
promoted to til J 'them, cume somewhat
as a surprise, not because of the
names of the favored ones, but because It is against custom to tell men
so long In advance that they lire to be
to
shoved up. However, there
be some wisdom in this, because It
will stop log rolling on the part of
friends of brlgudler generals and will
save the secretary of war from the
Importunities of men who know what
they want.
General Bailey wUI take the place
of Gen. Joseph T. IMckmun, who commanded the Murtie division (the
Third) of the American army ami
who later commanded the first corps
In the Argonne, and later still tile
I tick man will
army of occupation.
retire in October. It niuy be (hat
Secretary WeeliS will recommend that
Dlckman, accounted by some military
critics as the greatest American soldier who saw service on the oilier
side, be promoted to the grade of
lieutenant general on retirement or
perhaps before.
New Correspondents' Committee.
Newspaper correspondents entitled
to admission to the press galleries of
congress have Just held their blennlul
meeting und have elected a standing
committee as follows:
I! chert T. Barry, Philadelphia Public Ledger; Charles S. Allien,
World ; Hoy A. Huberts, Kansas
City Star; Gus J. Knrgcr, Cincinnati
,
und Arthur J, Helming.
Chicago Tribune.
ltecently the senate rules ci.miult-teclosed the Inner lobby of the senate chamber to correspondents who
for muny years have been allowed entrance thereto for the purpose of Interviewing senators ou mutters of
public moment. A vigorous attempt
will lie made by the correspondents
to have the privilege restored. The
No senator
new rule works hard-hi.,, ,g,Hl to leave the chamber to
crresis.ndont. The qnes-,Hk ,
,lun of interview or no Interview wa
foP ,
nator himself to , Ido.
The eorresriondoiits voted for an In
)V
K,,eciBl committee, looking
qlIry
, tm? adoption of a rule to prevent
the attendance-- at the meeting which
lhe corrcslNnulents have w ith the
president of the United States, of bro-ankm' tipsters, lobbyists, s of em- Hassles and others who isise as news
paper men.
The President see the newspaper
men in a body frequently. There are
many correspondents and it has
known that unamortized (icrsoiis frequently attended these meetings probably for the purpose of getting Information for use in ways that are not
commendaliJe.
Taking It all In all, the press galleries of congress are safeguarded In
virtually every way possible; the one
exception, if exception It lie. Is the
admission under certain conditions
of men who as a side line do some publicity work.
e
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Actual Data of Resurrection.
The Betrayal of our Lord and Savior Jens Christ, occurred on the evening following Thursday, 14th Xlsan,
April 6, A. I), 30, at 10 or 11 p. m. or,
according to others, soon after midnight The CrucifJxioa mas about W
a, m. on Friday, 15th Xisan, April 7.
A. D, 30. The Resurrect ion was "as
the day began to dawn." on Sunday,
17th Nisan. April B, A. I), 30. The ascension took place on Thursday, Hay
18, A. D 30, or A. U. C, that is, year
of Borne 783.
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tolls the evening chime
Faintly
Our voices keep tune and our oars keep
--

time

as the woods on the shore

Boon

look

dim,
We'll sine at St. Ann's our pauing
hymn.
Bow, Brother, row, the stream rune
fast,
The rapids are near and the daylight a

past

Canadian
A

Boat

Song-Th-

Moore
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FEW GOOD SALADS.
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Weitera Newspaper Unloa.)

What poets feel not, when they make
A pleasure In creating.
The world, in lta turn, will not take
Pleasure in contemplating.
Matthew

Arnold.

DISHES.

ONE-PIEC-

A few dishes which mny be prepared, linked and served from the
baking dish will
be greatly uppre-elate-

d

There Is no salad so well liked as a
crisp green lettuce with a goisl
salad dress
ing.

Kidney Bean Salad.
Cut one bunch of ceUu'j-intsmall pieces, add one
large oniotw, also cut fine,
ten small sweet pickles
cut in small pieces und
one can of kidney beans.
Serve with the following
:
dressing
cupful each of
vinegar and sugar, one egg beaten well,
tenspoonfiil of mustard mixed with
l
tenspootiful of suit und a few
dashes of cayenne ; mix und cook together until thick.
Banana Delight Salad. Take one-- I
hi If pound box of iiiarshiuullows, one
cupful of whipidng cream, five hunn-uiiWhip the cream, add the hiinunus
sliced and the niarshniullous cut In
quarters; a few tablespooiifuls of
diced pineapple is an Improvement und
If the murshiiiullnws ure soaked for
au hour In pineapple Juice the flavor
is greatly Improved. This salad may
be served on heud lettuce garnished
with a cherry.
Egyptian Salad. Cut firm, ripe tomatoes in halves, having us muny as
there are people to serve, ltemove
the pulp and put Into a mixing bowl
with equal parts of chopped cubhugo
and
the amount of chopied
celery. Season with suit, pepper und
sugar. Mix the Inyredlents and till
the halves of the tomatoes, after mixing well with a good mayonnaise.
Serve on lettuce.
Pear Salad. Tuke halves of canned
pears, arrange on head Id luce and
giirnish with bulls of cream cheese seasoned with cIioimmI plmeiiloes. Make
a dressing of the pear Juice, a good
oil and a seasoning of vinegar, salt
und pinch of sugar.
A salad which may be used ou potato, lettuce, or in fat almost any
salad mixture Is Thousand Isle dressing, using any chopped vegetuble In
mayonnaise dressing.
One-hal-

FOR BRIDESMAIDS

Cabinet

--

ago.

D.

LESSON FOR
WORKING

senate the names of the new major
generals and brigadier generals of
the United Stutes army. As is already
known, comparatively few changes
were made in the list as sent over by
former President Wilson some time

BILLS PRESENTED

f

one-hal-

one-hal- f

M

Bo many Gods, so many creeds,
Ho many ways that wind ami

wind
While Just the art of being kind
Is all tills sad world nee-la- .
-- Wilcox.

these

spring days when
work is
extra
crowding.
and
Potatoes
Bacon,
Country
Style. Slice po
tatoes lengthwise und very thin. Put
a layer of potatoes in u baking dish
or casserole, add a sliced onion, salt
und pepper, then u layer of thinly
sliced bacon. Keiient the layers, havDo not udd
ing the bacon ou top.
any liquid, and see that the bncon is
well spread so that the fut will season the dish well. Cover tightly and
hake one hour in a moderate oven.
Baked Stew. Take one and
pounds of lean boiling beef,
pound of suet, six medium
sized potatoes, three small onions und
six small carrots, with a small bag of
mixed spices. Wipe and cut the meat
and vegetables us for stew. Pry the
suet till nil is rendered. Pour off the
fut and add the meat aud onion, fry
until brown, remove and add the potatoes, fry tliein und add the carrots.
Put nil into n casserole, udd a generous sprinkling of Hour, anil salt with
u
the ling of spice, bake two hours
moderate oven. Remove lhe spice and
serve from the casserole.
Baked Hamburger and Spaghetti.
.Macaroni may he used In place of
spaghetti in almost nil dishes. Take
a package of spaghetti, cook In boiling salted water, drain, add one can
of tomatoes, live or six medium sized
f
onions,
chopped, one and
pounds of hauihiirger, fried In two
tablespooiifuls of sweet fut. Stir and
season all unlit well mixed, then hake
for half un hour In a moderate oven.
Roast Beef With Yorkshire PudItoast the hcef us usual, busting
ding
often. Mix two ciipfuls of flour,
teaspooufiil of suit, two cupfills
of milk mill three
eggs;
bent well and turn Into
puns, filling half full and busting with
the gravy from the roast, after the
Serve
pudding has finished rising.
around the roust us a garnish.
Take one half
Dainty.
Apricot
pound of dried apricots, cook until
tender. Mash and add euo.igh
Add one cupful of
to sweeten.
minced iiiarshiuullows ami let them
and
melt.
Put Into sherbet glusn-top with coconut, or chopped nuts.

one-ha- lf
h
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well-beate-

stiL-u- r

1

costumes of her mums or tuffeta tu Insure the bouffant skirt.
SINCK the
make u picturesque backIt Is trimmed with taffeta frills hav-

ground for the eminence of her own
bridal while. It Is the privilege of the
bride to choose what they shall he.
And here she may give her fancy a
free rein; but the chances ure that
the enticing modes of today, drawn
from so muny periods, will keep It
from wandering fur. If she chooses
current styles this years' bride will
live to prove the axiom that a thing
of beauty Is a Joy forever.
Taking Into consideration the personality of her maids and nil other
circumstances, the bride may elect to
have them dressed In sprightly
organdy or tulTetu, In quaint styles,
or her choice mny full upon sheet
Voile, luce or georgette. In nil of these
there ure colors that ore ndorahlc.
Two different types In gowns stilled
to bridesmaids lire pictured aliove.
The quaint
style nt the
right requires thecrlspness of organdla

ing plcot edges und sewed into large
disks thut ure gruduiited In size. Tlio

tight tilting bodice has a round neck
and short sleeves. A puff of net set
In nt the neck Is a becoming item,
not to Is- - overlooked and the
hut, In a shape that suggests)
the poke bonnet, corresponds with thtt
dress In style.
georgette or other
supple weaves must be hoseti for a
gown like that at the left. It has a
panel at the front adorned with frills
of luce and hangs straight ut the buck
with cascaded drapery ut the sides
hanging in points und longer than thu
skirt. The bcsllce bus a square neck
und elbow sleeves. Plain mid flgureil
chiffon or georgette might be used to-- !
gel her In this dress, or wide luce might
make the cascaded drapery and any tit
the sheer tissues the body of tlm
frocks.
flower-trimme- d

Crepo-de-chln-

d

i

s

SEASONABLE GOOD THINGS.
A small piece of round steak If put
through the meat grinder will, when
added to potatoes,
make a good sustaining dish for
three of four portions. To a cupful of the ground
meat take four
nicdiuiu-slze-

po-

tatoes, put them
through the meat grinder with one
small onion or with a srtlon of fresh
iiion Is not liked.
green
pper. If tl
Cook In a trying pan with a small
piece of suet, or mid a tnhlcspooiiftll
or two of beef fut to the hoi frying pun
ami turn In the chopped poiatis-s- ; season well with salt und pepper, stir and
cook until nearly done, then add the
meat well seasoned and cover; cisik
until Hie potatoes seem well done.
Ilrown mi the bottom, turn ami brown,
then roll out ou a Iml platter like an
omelet, tiuriilsh with parsley. Tills
illsli Is satisfying slid attractive.
Salmon Omelet. Ileal six eggs thor
oughly, add six tiili!cHoiifuls of milk,
mixed wiih one tulilfspisuifiil of Hour,
suit, pepper mid onion suit to taste.
Have a half imhiiiiI can of salmon well
flaked, with skin ami hones removed.
To this uihl twelve chopei. stuffed
olives, salt, paprika ami onion salt.
Mix and turn into a well hollered. Iml
k until well done un
omelet pan. I
derneath, then finish ini the upis-ruck of the oven. Serve on s hot
platter.
Casserole of Rice and Meat. Cook
of a cupful f rli-- with n
teMNiufiil of salt In three cupful of
or
boiling water. Line a
baking dish vith the cook d rice. Tnke
two r three cupful of ground meat
seasoned to tlisle llllil t ftelled Willi
grsvy. Pill the llncil dish with the
meat t" on Inch from the top met
.
Hake in
cover with n layer of
oven
hour.
a modi-rulhot.
Waldorf Salad. Take one cupful of
cho.Hsl mils, two cupful of flii;w-apple, two cupful of elory cut In
bits, one small otilmi; mix and serve
cm leaf leitu-after mixing with
mayonnaise.
Konk
Chocolate Bavarian Cream.
of a N'X of gelatine In
cupful of chl water. Cirste
ounce of chocolate; melt and
f
f
add to gelatine
cupful of milk,
s
cupful of sugar; cook
until smooth. Add when cool and
f
thick
cupful of whipfd
cream. Pour Into mold and chill.
Flavor with vanilla and add a little
salL
two-third- s

rh-e-

one-hal- f
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one-eigh-
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Eruptions of Kilauea.
The great erutions froia tlie volcano of Kilauea, In tlie eastern part
of the Island of Hawaii, were tlxne
132. 1M0 and 1WS.
of 1789.
Kiiauea-ika companion ctrter lying
a mile north of the main Tatcr, Is
now extinct.
L

Ne Casus Belli.
I'm terriWy jealous
Young Matnai
cf my huhnrs first love.
Old Matron It's an nrper'ence we
H
all have, my dear; you'll
after meeting her. Judge.

gt

rr

Costumes of Distinction

Flower In the crannied wall,
pluck you oat of the crannies,
hold you here, root and all In my
hand,
If I could underI. lulu flower-h- ut
I
I

!

stand

you are, root and all, and all In
all,
should know what find and man la
l.ord Tennyson.

VVIni l
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AND

DESSERTS

OTHER DISHES.

A meal Is never quite finished without something In the form of n desIt may be
sert.
a st II fled date or
two. a bit of

fruit or simple
confection; omitted, the meal Is
unsatisfactory.
Bread Pudding.
Take one and
cupfills of flue soft bread
measured lightly; one egg.
criiinlis,
of a cupful of
beaten.
l
teiisHHiiful of salt.
sugar;
Id at the sugar
two cupfills of milk.
mid salt Into the I eaten egg. add the
milk and gradually
st.r Into tlie
crumb. Let stand half an hour, then
hake In n iIKh of hot water.
Spaghetti de Luxe. Take a small
or less of spaghetti, one can
packiiL-chicken Koiip. one uiti inushriHiius. one
i
shredded
iht mid
cupful of liiiitereil crumb. Cisik the
spaghetti In boiling suited water until tender, train end blanch with cold
water.
Putter a bilking dish, pljice
In a
luyr of spaghetti, half of the
mill
and
pi-r
Cover with the
until nil lire used.
en n of chicken wiip and sprinkle with
b'lttereil crumb.
Pake until brown.
Apples Scalloped With Bananas.
Take two large tipple sliced, two
Panaim slhisl, sprinkle In layers with
dm w ith bit
sugar Mini orange
of butter nii'l roticnt ; luike In a buttered ilili forty minutes.
Banana FioaL Take one pint of
milk.
et'g. 'tie tnblenooiifiil of
rrntiirch.
cupful of sugar,
.
two hnnsnn and wbtpMd
alt,
Mix the cornstarch with a
rrenm.
Utile of tlie chl milk, scald the remaining portbm. add the' cnrnturch
mixture and cook over hot water for
Heat tlie eggs slightly,
ten minutes.
sdd sugar, salt, to lis gg mixture.
Stir the milk Into the egg and retitrn
the cnstnrd to a double holler and
cook until thick and smooth.
Cool,
flavor and poor over two large ripe
bananas cut In slice. Chill, and Jnst
before twrvlne decorate with ttny
".siting Island of whlpis--d cream and
banana slices.
olie-hiil- f

one-ha-

gn-ci-
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CHOOSING a costume for the bride
Is a momentous mutter, but Hot
difficult. Choosing a costume for the
mother of the bride or groom l i

CJ

Interesting and somewhat
Above
all thing
these
mothers must achieve distinction In
their apparel for the great occasion
and begin this accomplishment by exercising taste that Is above reproach.
They must not make the pathetic mistake of dressing too youthfully or the
commonplace one of selecting styles
that are ordinary or too elderly. The
choice In styles depends upon the silhouette more than anything else, and
that which has been found most becoming In the past should he retained.
Some mothers, and grandmothers
even, retain a youthful face and figure,
and for them there are dignified examples of current styles that make
a selection easy. The two handsome
difficult.

Quality Appreciated.
was walking along
tlie sidewalk with me, 1 asked her If
Renew Pillow Slips.
she would like to walk on the elevated
When pillow slips, "made from
curb. It seemed to he just tlie thing tubing." begin to get thin, cut off
she wanted to do. because she said tc seams across end, put the pat which
are a good asker." Chi- was on the outside in middle; sew
h.
me.
across again. If taken In time you
cago American.
will get nearly double wear out of
Or to Lwfc a Spoon.
them.
Fair One on IVard Shin Captain,
Knitted Dress.
don't frm think It Is cruel to bos a
knitted dress Is ImThe
compass?
Captain N any more thaa to pad- mensely popular just now with the
dle a canoe. Science and Invention
sportswoman. One striking model. In
green jada. tg girdled very low over
As

little

Ue

ju

all-ov-

t

costumes pictured here are examples
of styles that may be worn with assurance. At the left a gray georgette
over satin Is covered with outline embroidery In silk cord and beads, and
Is all In one color.
The black lnce dress with satin
bodice at the right of the phture has
a ribbon girdle, king's blue on one side
and silver on the other. Tlie skirt of
lace flouncing reveals an apron of
white lace over the black satin foundation. The hat must he Imagined In
silver cloth and king's blue, with soft,
full veil of black lace draped across
the back. It Is a lovely adornment
for the gray hair of Its wearer.
.

!
the hips, with a wide
sash of tan crocheted silk. This same
trimming Is used as a pretty garniture, binds collar, cuffs and edges the
rather short skirt.
fringe-finished-

Harding Blue Is Popular.
The Harding blue Is seen In touches-oeverything In New Tork. Windows
were full of hats of this color and
trimmed In flowers of the Harding;
blue. Corsage bouquets will follow
the lead and be tied with this favorite color.

Past ' Matron' Club Meets
The Past Matron's club of the Eastern Star met a few days ago with

TEACHER S
CERTIFICATION

P. A. Speckman, editor of the In- REVISE
dependent of Mountainair was in the

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Orer the State

city the early part of the week. Mr.
Mrs. T. F Reed of Albuquerque to
to note that the eduIt is
s
Speckman is one of the real live local cationalgratifying
present their constitui jn and
conference held at Santa Fe
state.
of
men
the
newspaper
tor adopiio.i. These were voted upon
recently went on record for a reand accepted. Following the business
W. T. Pruett of Stanley was a vis- - vision of requirements for teacher's
meeting the ladies spent a delightful
Citv this week. certificates, says the Taxpayers' As-- !
p
jgp-hour chatting together, and had a
of New Mexico. The ore- '
'
Mr. Pruett reports that crops down
n' n n
m w ii w ii innnnnnnnnnnnniiinrii
ouui
jiu
Annual Meeting of Association
lijjht lunch at five o'clock.
his way were greatly retarded by sent system is not modern in many Beautiful Spring Cabaret
arthe
The club has been organized mainly
The Mav Cabaret given at
At the annual n e'ting of the btlvcr
or,,! i larkinc in that
George Ilodcnhauscii, of St. Joseph,- unfavorable weather but are begin-'in- g ..."
Tohn If. Sargent, nf F.l Rito, was
with fjty
s Association, the f Vowing as a social group and, having much
it fails to make clear the signific- -' mory, ushered in the spring-tim- e
in" this city this week on business.
now.
better
look
Missouri, a traveling dry omuls salcsto
one of the breeziest, prettiest anu officers were elected tor tne ensuing in common, to keep in touch with
was in the city this week cal- ance of certificate issued.
Another of its aims is to
' first grade certificates" niost original entertainments ever seen vear : President, W. B. Walton; vice; each other.
'i he Woman's Board of Trade are ling on his customers,
The Roval Cafe, owned bv Lupe
term
The
aid the local Order of the Eastern
S". was decorated elabr- - presmemW. v..
lo most- m The
Herrera, whic h has been undergoing is lor instance misleading.
completing arrangements to hold anWard ; treasurer, A . E. Star in as many ways as possible.
d
armory
means our first class certhis
otiiir hi,' rummage sale in the near yr an,i lr. Alfrid S. Williams, repairs will be open for business to- people
,
Ihe
,
They are just "lining up" at present,
.ii.'itr v and after a novel plan.
i...r...ki,.;
future.
of Boston, M assachusts, have arriv day. The place has been thourouuhly
i
entire ceiling of the building was hidThe association is renovating and b:;t p'an very soon to set on loot
'i...
i.:u... . ,.
in Santa Fe to spend the summer cleaned and painted up and will pre- al
down--;
by thousands of waving,
refurnishing the club rooms and as some plans for the Adah chapter.
sent a wholesome aspect to the
Mis De Ktta Whitvvcll evp.ct- - to ; ,),,;,. i,(1u. ,,ti Many street,
Professional certificate which repre-!de- n
festoons of crepe paper o sooll a6 lhc work under way is com-fu- l
hang-ileave soon to visit relatives ami
sents education, training and success- - all
patrons.
were
hung atipIctt,(i t!le ...ub quarters will be mos. Was Married Last August
colors, from which
friends at her old home at Joplir.,
, ;, ,v
Only a teacher with
(.n ,r M c. Meehem left
M'ss Dora Finney of Helen was
intervals artificial flowers set comfortable and attractive An inno-wh- o
A. Kline, of San Francisco at teaching
dose
David
and:
of
five
experience
least
the meeting
years
,.lv n,rniK to attend
tinsel. Hangmg baskets con- - yation, which is certam to be a popu-ah-- married on August 21 of last year to
in the Capital City last night,
was
by
equiv-:"and
education
has
which
training
Southwest
of the
suspended above iar feature, is a grill at which meals Henry Ambrose of San Diego, Calilife is beating his way from Frisco to
P,v. Archhishop Albert Daeger wis of the League
to a four vear High School taming flowers were
Ml
attend. .ig opened at Denver, Colorado, Tuesday :tv" rlavs in which to complete the
tl,is
ollr corners of the dancing floor. !win he furnished to the members and fornia, but did not announce the afNormal'
of
two
and
course
years
and vi,itng Elks at reasonable prces A fair tntil last week when she and
The stage was made close-ithe .uiiiial eottferetice of the priests
V,, Vrtrli nn a wnrrer and has thir- - School work can secure this form'Wat
Governor Mechem is in Denver trip. He started on the fifth of this of
decorated after the same fashion, grill r00m has been constructed for he' mother !c It 'rr San Diegj. Mr3.
in that district.
certificate
of
the
where he went the early part
''h the addition of a
month and is somewhat ahead of
Secretary Ward, who is Ambrose was for some time assistant
What is a 'first grade certificate?
11. Wooil
will return home week to attend the conference of his schedule in reaching Santa Fe.
and handsome floor. in cnar'e, expects to
Mrs
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it
not
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does
It
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which
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represent,
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K. P. Moore, for the past five or requiremenia,
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in
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professional training.
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with St. Catherine's School Nine
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against
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City
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afternoon.
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